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FENDT 
WORLD
TAKE THE PLUNGE AND 
HAVE FUN:
Our products would like to be surprising and 
impressive, and make your everyday life a 
little more beautiful and simple. Immerse 
yourself into the multifaceted variety of useful 
and decorative everyday products and 
accessories for the entire family.



X991023153000

„FENDT GEN7“ CUP
The Fendt Gen7 is the photo-realistic main 
motif on the new Fendt porcelain mug. 
Capacity: 0.35 l 
Diameter: 90 mm 
Height: 110 mm
 

X991014037000

THERMAL MUG
The Fendt thermal mug by EMSA is a 
versatile insulated mug and ideal for on 
the go, at home or in the office. Drink 
from any position thanks to the 360° 
all-round drinking spout. 100 % leak-proof! 
No danger of dripping when drinking. 
Made of stainless steel, PP, stainless 
steel / varnished stainless steel / stainless 
steel with soft outer casing. Makes an 
ideal gift for every Fendt fan. 
Volume: 0.36 ml
Stainless steel 

X991017148000

BUSINESS MUG
High-quality mug with engraved logo, 
Hydro lack coating and silhouettes on the 
inside. Capacity: approx. 0.4 litre.
Green / White 

X991018221000

DRINKING GLASS, 
2-PIECE SET
High-quality set of drinking glasses, 
consisting of two multi-purpose glasses 
with different Fendt designs. 
Capacity: 0.3 litre.
 

X991018222000

GLASS TANKARDS, 
2-PIECE SET
Hearty drinking enjoyment for strong 
Fendt fans in a set. Consists of two Fendt 
beer mugs with different Fendt designs. 
Capacity: 0.5 litre.
 

X991018220000

WHEAT BEER GLASSES, 
2-PIECE SET
High-quality set of wheat beer glasses, 
consisting of two Fendt wheat beer 
glasses with different Fendt designs. 
Capacity: 0.5 litre.
 

ACCESSORIES
PASSION FOR HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCTS.

NEW

FENDT WORLD
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X991022249000

LINEN BREAD AND BAGUETTE STORAGE 
BAG
This will keep your bakery items safe and fresh. The bread or 
baguette bag with linen tieback is the perfect place to store 
your bakery items.
 

X991022247000

CHOPPING BOARD WITH KNIFE
Elegant chopping board made from beech with dimensions 
of approx. 16 x 26 x 1.5 cm and knife with wooden handle 
attached with magnets. The chopping knife set is provided in 
sustainable gift packaging.
 

X991022243000

SALT AND PEPPER MILL SET
High quality salt and pepper mill set for your personal 
moments of enjoyment. The ceramic grinding mechanism and 
the high quality beech wood processing round off the look. 
Accessories include a wooden spoon for filling and a stand for 
perfect presentation on the table. Each shaker is approx. 
20 cm tall. The set is presented in gift packaging.
 

X991022245000

BOTTLE OPENER - TRACTOR
This high quality bottle opener made from beech is integrated 
in the two wheels of the Fendt tractor.
 

X991022244000

PIZZA CUTTER - TRACTOR
This pizza and dough cutter made from beech with the Fendt 
tractor design is sure to be an eyecatcher in your kitchen. The 
two cutting wheels make the kitchen work child’s play.
 

FENDT WORLD
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Size 12 x ø10 cm   X991023149000

FENDT MONEY BOX
Fendt money box made from robust sheet steel, height 13 cm 
and diameter 10 cm. 
With a slotted lid that is and easy to remove, with plenty of 
room for your notes and coins.
 

X991021050000

LUNCHBOX
The perfect companion for little adventurers! Modular lunch 
box with 4 to 6 practical compartments, the seal in the lid 
prevents leakage of non-solid food items. Free from harmful 
substances such as BPA and plasticisers. All parts are 
dishwasher-safe.  Dimensions: 21.3 cm × 15 cm × 4.5 cm.
Green 

X991021020000

FENDT SHEET METAL BOX
The multifunctional toolbox is a reusable gift box, storage box 
for small parts and even safe for storing food, all in one. The 
toolbox comes with a hinged lid. Dimensions: 23 × 16 × 7 cm.
Green / White 

X991022246000

NEST BOX
To make sure our feathered friends are happy, a bird’s nesting 
box with an entrance hole of approx. 5 cm diameter is now 
available. The nesting box also has a side opening for cleaning 
the box at the end of the breeding season. The scope of 
delivery also includes two mounting straps.
 

X991021051000

SNACK BOARD SET OF 2
High-quality melamine snack board (set of 2) with different 
motifs for snacks. Food safe, tasteless and odourless, 
BPA-free, dishwasher-safe and easy to clean. Not suitablefor 
microwaves. Dimensions: approx. 23.3 cm × 14.3 cm × 3 mm
 

FENDT WORLD
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X991022172000

TELESCOPING WAND TORCH
Powerful LED wand torch with telescopic 
function and magnetic function.  
Dimensions: 17.4 cm incl. 4 x LR44 button 
cell batteries
 

X991021017000

FENDT THERMOMETER
The Fendt thermometer with a realistic 
harvesting motif in a classic and stylish 
design. The indoor thermometer displays 
the temperature in both Celsius and in 
Fahrenheit in red colour. The robustly 
formed sheet has two practical and 
pre-drilled holes for easy mounting. 
The product is “Made in Germany”. 
Dimensions: 6.5 × 28 cm.
 

X991000090000

REGISTRATION PLATE HOLDER
A must-have for any Fendt fan: The registration plate 
holder fits cars, lorries, utility vehicles and agricultural 
machines. Can be opened and closed repeatedly, easy to 
use. Size: 520 × 115 mm
 

X991020240000

“PARKING ONLY” SIGN
Statement for all Fendt fans: “Fendt 
Parking Only” sign showing everyone: “Only 
Fendt tractors are permitted to park here”. 
Drill holes have been added to the rounded 
corners. Dimensions: 20 × 30 cm. 
Material: sheet steel approx. 0.5mm.
Colour print X991021019000

FENDT SHEET METAL SIGN
This high-quality embossed Fendt sheet 
metal sign is a nostalgic and appealing 
eye-catcher. The four pre-drilled holes 
 ensure quick and easy assembly. 
Dimensions: 30 × 40 cm.
Green / White 

X991021018000

FENDT SHEET METAL 
CALENDER
The Fendt perennial calendar is a nostalgic 
and charming accessory for the living 
room. Divided into months and numerical 
date displays, the current date can be 
marked with red magnetic circles. The 
robustly formed sheet has four  pre-drilled 
holes for easy mounting. 
Dimensions: 20 × 30 cm
Green / White 

FENDT WORLD
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X991016081000

DOOR MAT
Fendt door mat with the latest Fendt Vario image. 
Size: 60 × 40 cm. Material: 100 % poly propylene, PVC back.
Colour print 

X991023041000

FENDT MINI-UMBRELLA
Convenient mini umbrella by FARE with automatic opening 
and windproof system. Shaft and springs are made of steel. 
Dimensions: umbrella diameter 97 cm, closed length: 32 cm. 
Upper material: 100 % polyester pongee.
 

X991023042000

LARGE CANE UMBRELLA WITH VISION 
PANEL „FENDT GEN7“
Large and stable cane umbrella made by quality manufacturer 
Fare with a diameter of approx. 130cm and automatic 
opening. The new Fendt Gen7 tractor is printed on as a motif. 
The transparent tractor vision panel in the umbrella gives you 
new perspectives. The handle also has a tractor tire profile and 
the red Fendt rim.
 

X991019063000

DESK PAD
An eye-catching feature on any desk: our Fendt desk pad 
featuring the Fendt 1050 Vario in action. A powerful image! 
Size: 60 × 40 cm. Material: PVC.
Colour print 

X991020231000

CHARGING CABLE
3-in-1 charging cable: the perfect USB 2.0 charging cable 
combines three different connections: Lightning, Micro USB 
and USB-C all in one. One cable for devices from all popular 
manufacturers, e.g., Apple, Samsung, Huawei and many more. 
Robust, dependable, long-lasting: the durable, nylon  
sheathing on the USB cable protects it from breakage
 

NEW
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X991023035000

SOLAR WALL CLOCK
The Fendt solar wall clock with its clear design makes a 
modern and sustainable impression. The Quartz clockwork 
always provides the exact time. The wall clock diameter is 
approx. 31 cm.

X991022153000

DESKTOP ALARM CLOCK WITH 
ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS
This modern table alarm clock with a wood look satisfies with 
its high performance: LED display, time and alarm function, 
temperature display, calendar function; wireless charging 
function for smartphones; power supply via USB cable or 
3 AAA batteries (not included)

NEW

FENDT WORLD
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X991021014000

MEN’S CHRONOGRAPH METAL STRAP
This chronograph combines sporty dynamism with powerful 
elegance. The sapphire glass of the men’s wristwatch protects 
against ugly scratches. The numerous setting functions, from 
the stopwatch to the date display, offer maximum usage 
options. The Japanese quartz movement of the Miyota OS 20 
model series is enclosed in a silver-coloured watch casing. It 
is water resistant up to 10 ATM (100m). The men’s wristwatch 
comes in an elegant and black gift box with Fendt logo.
 X991020298000

WOMEN’S CHRONOGRAPH SILVER
Modern chronograph for sport-loving  women with a 50 m 
(5 ATM) water resistance. The Japanese quartz movement 
by Miyota with date and stop functions is enclosed in a 
sturdy stainless steel casing. The overall silver look of the 
dial and stainless steel bracelet complete the dynamic 
overall appearance. The wristwatch for women comes in a 
transparent gift box.
 

X991020299000

WOMEN’S WRISTWATCH GOLD
Shapely elegance combined with the gold-coloured bracelet 
with black dial adorn every woman’s wrist. The Japanese 
quartz movement from Miyota is enclosed in a solid stainless 
steel casing. The  women’s wristwatch comes with a 30 m 
water resistance (3 ATM). The transparent gift and storage box 
is included in the supply.
 

X991020242000

CHILDREN’S WATCH
Fendt junior watch with Seiko mechanism and silicone strap. 
Rotating outer ring, stainless steel buckle and crown. The dial 
shows a cartoon Fendt tractor. This children’s watch is water 
resistant up to 50 metres. Diameter approx. 3.5 cm.
 

Size DIN A4 X991022146000

KIDS STICKER SET
The large sticker set offers a variety of Fendt machines to 
stick on.
Multi-colour 



X991023150000

FENDT SPORTS SUNGLASSES BY UVEX
The sporty sunglasses from Uvex do not only look cool, but are 
also highly functional. Because they prevent reflections and glare 
and absorb diffused light. Equipped with uvex polavision® and 
uvex supravision® technology, they block out 100 % of UVA, UVB, 
and UVC radiation up to 400 nm. Of course, the large shield is 
coated with Easy to Clean, so you always have perfect vision.
 

X991022145000

LADIES SUNGLASSES
High quality sunglasses from the manufacturer Uvex in green 
for women. The sun protection lenses offer the highest UVA, 
UVB and UVC protection up to 400 nm according to European 
and international standards. Glasses with polavision. 
uvex polavision®

Green 

X991022144000

MEN‘S SUNGLASSES
High quality sunglasses from the manufacturer Uvex in black 
for men. The sun protection lenses offer the highest UVA, 
UVB and UVC protection up to 400 nm according to European 
and international standards. Glasses with polavision. 
uvex polavision®

Black 

NEW



X991022151000

TRAVEL & SHOPPING TROLLEY CASE
The perfect travel and shopping trolley with the Fendt Design. 
The trolley, which is made from 3 in 1 aluminium alloy, is 
spacious, robust, with lowerable handle and can be carried 
by hand thanks to the handle on the top. Ideal for shopping, 
and can even be used as hand luggage or for weekends. 
With a lightweight and flexible aluminium handle. Weight 
approx. 1.2 kg
 

X991017180000

WALLET
Premium quality wallet made from smooth, black leather with 
green accents. Two note pockets, secret pocket, coin pouch 
with small pocket for spare key, small pocket for trolley token, 
flap with four card slots and holder for ID card and driving 
licence. Handmade in the Allgäu (Germany)
Black / Green 

X991021113000

SHOPPING & BEACH BAG
Fashionable shopping and beach bag with large storage 
space. The thick cotton cord gives the tote bag a distinctive 
and nautical look. Material: Polyester. 
Dimensions 40 x 46 x 14 cm
White 

Size 30 x 40 x 8cm X991022150000

NOTEBOOK BAG
Notebook bag with metal accessories, coated cotton trim 
and shoulder strap; ideal for 15“ notebooks, PVC free
Grey/Brown 

FENDT WORLD
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X991023038000

LEATHER BELT
High quality leather belt in the classic style with embossed 
Fendt logo. The belt is approx. 120 cm long and 4 cm wide. 
Made from Navajo leather with metal buckle. The belt can be 
shortened as required. Made in Allgäu (Germany)
 

X991020002000

MULTITOOL
The multifunctional tool from RICHARTZ is an indispensable 
companion and fits on every key ring. 16 functions in the 
smallest space: bottle opener, small and large slotted 
screwdriver, cross-head screwdriver, wire stripper, two bicycle 
spoke wrenches, seven hex drives, centimetre gauge, nail 
puller. Dimensions: 70 × 31 × 2 mm. Material: stainless steel.
 

X991022161000

MULTITOOL 20 PLUS
This multi-tool from the quality manufacturer Richartz offers 
over 20 tool functions. Whether pliers, screwdriver or bit 
spanner set - everything is included here.
 

X991020243000

KEY LANYARD
Fendt key lanyard in sturdy, quality cotton with metal key ring, 
metal carabiner and high-quality plastic snap buckle. This 
handy band is embellished with the Fendt logo and little Fendt 
machines. Dimensions: 90 cm long, 2.5 cm wide
Green 

X991006416000

DECORATIVE 3D “FENDT” PIN BADGE
Top-quality, polished nickel-plated FENDT pin badge, 
detailed 3D lettering, raised outline with recessed areas. 
Size: 30 × 5 × 2.5 mm.
Silver 

FENDT WORLD
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X991006275000

KEY RING FENDT 516 VARIO
Key ring Fendt 516 Vario, 1 : 128 scale.
 

X991005006000

KEY RING FENDT 828 VARIO
Key ring with accurate 1 : 128 scaled 
model of Fendt 828 Vario.
 X991005028000

KEY RING FENDT 939 VARIO
Fendt 939 Vario key ring. Scale 1 : 128.
 

X991017186000

KEY RING FENDT 1050 
VARIO
Key ring with accurate 1 : 128 scaled  
model of Fendt 1050 Vario.
 X991005055000

KEY RING FENDT KATANA
Key ring with accurate 1 : 128 scaled 
model of Fendt Katana 65.
 X991020273000

IDEAL KEY RINGS
Detailed key ring with Fendt IDEAL 9T.
 

X991005598000

FENDTI KEY RING
Key pendant with Fendti motif and soft 
PVC key ring.
 

X991019075000

KEY RING WITH CHIP
Fendt key ring with chip in Fendt tractor 
design.
 

X991017181000

LEATHER KEY RING
High-quality key ring made from cowhide 
with embossed Fendt logo. Handmade in 
the Allgäu (Germany). 
Size: approx. 12.5 × 9.8 cm.
Black / Green 

FENDT WORLD
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X991017005000

3 × 48-PIECE JIGSAW PUZZLE
Great fun for puzzlers! 3 × 48-piece jigsaw puzzles: 
Fendt 724 Vario, Fendt 1050 Vario and 6275L motifs. 
Dimensions: 263 × 178 mm. From 4 years
 

X991017198000

100-PIECE JIGSAW PUZZLE
Fendt jigsaw puzzle with Fendt 724 Vario and Fendt 716 Vario 
with Front Loader Cargo 4 × 85. 100 pieces. Dimensions: 
361 × 243 mm. From 6 years.
 

X991020238000

1000-PIECE JIGSAW PUZZLE
Puzzle enjoyment day and night. The Fendt 1050 Vario motif 
glows in the dark thanks to its fluorescent surface. A great gift 
idea for any Fendt fan. 1000 pieces. Dimensions: 70 × 50 cm. 
Ages 7 years and up
 



X991021060000

THE BIG FENDT BOOK OF 
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
Agricultural information lovingly illustrated in a book for 
children between 4 and 7 years of age. Scope: 20 pages, 
Dimensions: 24.5 × 32 cm. Language: German.
 

X991021059000

THE WORLD OF FENDT MACHINES IN 
AGRICULTURE
In this lovingly illustrated children’s book, the little tractor Fendti 
takes children aged 2 to 4 years into the fascinating world of 
Fendt machines and agriculture. Scope: 20 pages, Dimensions: 
24.5 × 32 cm. Language: German.
 

X991020279000

FENDTI FAMILY BOOK
The new hidden object puzzle and 
colouring book about the Fendti Family 
tells the exciting Fendt story from the first 
diesel workhorse up to nowadays. Scope: 
32 pages. Language: German and English.
 

X991021058000

FENDT HIDDEN OBJECT 
PICTURE BOOK
A hidden object picture book with 
lots of FENDT characters and funny 
figures. Scope: 20 pages, Dimensions: 
24.5 × 32 cm.
 X991021057000

FENDT PICTURE BOOK
A fun and beautifully illustrated picture 
book for children aged 12 months and 
over. Scope: 16 pages,  Dimensions: 
19 × 19 cm. Language: German.
 

X991021077000

FENDTI MEMO
Our Fendti Memo with extra thick cards is especially suitable 
for children over 2.5 years. Who can find the maximum 
pairs of pictures? Tractor, chopper, combine harvester - 
where is the matching second card? This game promotes 
a basic understanding of rules, memory and language 
development. With child-friendly Fendt and agriculture motifs: 
24 cards (12 pairs of pictures) made of extra thick cardboard. 
Guaranteed fun. Ages 2.5 years and up.
 

FENDT WORLD
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X991022149000

PLUSH TRACTOR „FENDT 
GEN7“
Now also available as a cute and cuddly 
children’s plush toy. The new Fendt Gen7 
tractor will appeal to children of all ages. 
Dimensions: approx. 30 (L) x 20 (H) x 24 (W)
 

X991020236000

BATH TOWEL
The Fendt bath towel is a cuddly, soft 
towel with optimum absorbency. With its 
beautiful, elegant embroidery, this natural 
green towel is ideal for both the beach and 
bathroom. Material: 100 % cotton terry 
cloth Size: approx. 80 × 160 cm
Green X991020237000

FLEECE BLANKET
Soft and comforting, the Fendt fleece 
blanket invites you to relax. Its beautiful 
green hue evokes nature and relaxation. 
Material: 100 % polyester / fleece, 
size: approx. 150 × 200 cm.
Green 

X991005036000

HAPPY FAMILIES
The popular classic Fendt card game with 
loads of great pictures of Fendt tractors 
and harvesters. The cards are also ideally 
suited for schoolchildren. Provide hours of 
fun. Contents: 32 playing cards.
 

X991018205000

PLAYING CARDS
Discover the joy of playing! With the Fendt 
playing cards: Bavarian cards made of 
PREMIUM linen. 
Card format: 56 × 100 mm.
 

X991014012000

FENDT MEMO GAME
20 Fendt tractors are looking to meet their 
match. Give them a hand! Find as many 
matching picture pairs as possible – then 
you are a true Fendt fan.
 

NEW
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Size 40 x 40cm X991021114000

DECORATIVE CUSHIONS 
FENDT 942 VARIO
Decorative cushions with the Fendt motif. 
Size: 40 x 40 cm. Printed on both sides of 
the cushion. The cushion is stuffed. Made 
of 100 % polyester.
Multi-colour 

X991020272000

REVERSIBLE BEDDING
Exclusive Fendt reversible bedding with different motifs: the 
Fendt 1050 Vario with dual tyres on one side and the Fendt 
IDEAL combine harvester on the other. Dimensions: Duvet 
cover 135 × 200  cm, pillowcase 80 × 80 cm, material: 100 % 
cotton.
 

Size 40 x 40cm X991021115000

DECORATIVE CUSHIONS 
FENDT 1050 VARIO
Decorative cushions with the Fendt motif. 
Size: 40 x 40 cm. Printed on both sides of 
the cushion. The cushion is stuffed. Made 
of 100 % polyester.
Multi-colour 

Size 40 x 40cm X991022143000

DECORATIVE CUSHIONS 
FENDT 724 VARIO
Decorative cushions with the Fendt motif. 
Size: 40 x 40 cm. Printed on both sides of 
the cushion. The cushion is stuffed. Made 
of 100 % polyester.
Multi-colour 

X991022142000

COMIC BED LINEN
Bed linen with comic motif made of 100% cotton and with 
buttoned edge. Duvet cover 135 x 200 cm, Pillowcase 
80 x 80 cm
Multi-colour 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop

FENDT WORLD
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OVERALL PERFECTION:
Everyone who does their best every day needs 
the perfect equipment and the best clothing. 
The focus is on functionality and wearing 
comfort in the Fendt Profi Collection. The use 
of hard-wearing materials with high quality 
workmanship put the ideal finishing touches 
to this overall image.

COLLECTIONS



Size onesize X991023057000

PROFI KNITTED HAT
Practical and protects from wind and the weather! Our Fendt 
Profi knitted hat in anthracite with turn-up provides a pleasant, 
warm wearing sensation. With Fendt Profi logo badge on the 
front. Material: 44 % Cotton, 44 % Acrylic, 12 % Polyester. 
One size 58 cm.
 

X991023058000

PROFI CAP
The black-anthracite Fendt Profi baseball cap made from 
robust cotton material is an absolute must-have for every 
Fendt fan! Sporty/modern look with high-quality 3D silicone 
badge, reflective contrast piping for additional safety and 
closure with width adjustment. Material: 100 % Cotton. 
One size.
 

X991022173000

PROFI TRUCKER CAP
Sporty and stylishly modern! Our two-tone Profi trucker cap 
is made from durable cotton material with mesh inserts for 
optimal ventilation. With raised, valuable, embroidered 3D 
logo in silver thread and reflective piping, it provides additional 
safety. The one-size cap has a width-adjustable snap closure 
at the back of the head. Material: 100 % cotton in combination 
with 100 % polyester mesh.
Black/Grey 

X991021056000

FENDT MEASURING TAPE
Simply practical! A tape measure is an essential part of every 
DIY kit. With robust plastic housing and precision steel band, it 
is stable when measuring. Includes automatic stopper, black 
belt clip,  rubber enclosure and two strong magnets. 
5 m × 19 mm.
 

NEW
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Size 7 X991021009000
Size 8 X991021010000
Size 9 X991021011000

Size 10 X991021012000
Size 11 X991021013000

FENDT PROFI TOUCH GLOVES
An all-rounder: The Fendt Profi Touch gloves are knitted gloves 
made of grey nylon and elastane. With breathable nitrile /  
PU coating. Very comfortable to wear, with high grip safety for 
oily and wet parts. Can be used on oucht-screens
Grey / Black 

Size 7 X991005575000
Size 8 X991005576000
Size 9 X991005577000

Size 10 X991005578000
Size 11 X991005579000

PROFESSIONAL GLOVES
Everything under control: Professional work gloves for a 
perfect fit. Palm made from soft shell material with silicon 
webbing for a good grip, pleasantly lined in acrylic fleece. Back 
of the glove is made from 100 % nylon and fastens at the wrist 
with Velcro. Highlight: Palm has a waterproof and breathable 
3-layered membrane.
Black 

X991021063000

FENDT SLIPPERS
These high-quality felt-cover-slippers in one-size-fits-all can be 
put on or off quickly, even with street shoes. The slippers are 
embroidered with the Fendt logo. Material: 100 % polyester.
Grey 

Size 35–38 X991020233000
Size 39–42 X991020234000

Size 43–46 X991020235000

FENDT TREKKING PROTECT SOCKS
Fendt Trekking Protect socks for work and leisure. The 
doubled edge without elastic pressure ensures the highest 
comfort, the fibre bonding reduces surface pressure on the 
foot, the heel “Y” type adapts perfectly to the shape of the foot 
and the flat toe seam minimises friction. Material: 35 % merino 
wool, 35 % polyacrylic, 12 % Coolmax (moisture regulating), 
11 % Prolen Siltex (antibacterial), 4 % KEVLAR (stabilising),  
3 % elastane.
Grey 

PROFI
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Size XS X991018092000
Size S X991018093000
Size M X991018094000
Size L X991018095000

Size XL X991018096000
Size XXL X991018097000
Size XXXL X991018098000

MULTI-FUNCTIONAL JACKET
Lightweight and extremely robust work jacket with zip fastener, 
removable sleeves and several multi-purpose pockets. Large 
breast pocket with Velcro fastener, pen pocket, mobile phone 
pocket with Velcro fastener, two large side pockets. Sleeves 
with popper buttons for width adjustment. Adjustable hem 
with Velcro fasteners at the sides. Reflectors on the shoulders 
and the sleeves provide good visibility in the dark and therefore 
additional safety. Washable at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % 
Polyester, 35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

also available for children



Size 40 X991018015000
Size 42 X991018016000
Size 44 X991018017000
Size 46 X991018018000
Size 48 X991018019000
Size 50 X991018020000

Size 52 X991018021000
Size 54 X991018022000
Size 56 X991018023000
Size 58 X991018024000
Size 60 X991018025000

BERMUDA
Short, knee-length and robust work trousers with numerous 
practical pockets. Two large side pockets, thigh pocket and 
mobile phone pocket with Velcro fastener, double ruler pocket, 
two back pockets. Reflectors on the front and back provide 
good visibility in the dark and therefore additional safety. 
Washable at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % Polyester, 35 % 
Cotton.
Grey / Green 

Size XS X991018099000
Size S X991018100000
Size M X991018101000
Size L X991018102000

Size XL X991018103000
Size XXL X991018104000
Size XXXL X991018105000

THERMAL BODY WARMER
Robust work vest with 60 g quilted lining, zip fastener and 
several multi-purpose pockets. Large breast pocket with 
Velcro fastener, pen pocket, mobile phone pocket with Velcro 
fastener, two large side pockets. Elasticated hem for optimum 
wearing comfort. Reflectors on the shoulders and back 
provide good visibility in the dark and therefore additional 
safety. Washable at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % Polyester, 
35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

Size XS X991018085000
Size S X991018086000
Size M X991018087000
Size L X991018088000

Size XL X991018089000
Size XXL X991018090000
Size XXXL X991018091000

WINTER JACKET
Well equipped for the winter! Robust work jacket with 80 g 
quilted lining. The high padded collar provides protection from 
the cold. With several multi-purpose pockets: large breast 
pocket with Velcro fastener, pen pocket, mobile phone pocket 
with Velcro fastener, two side pockets with zip fastener, inner 
pocket with zip fastener. The front zip fastener is protected by 
a storm flap with a Velcro fastener. Adjustable hem with Velcro 
fasteners at the sides. Sleeves with elasticated cuff and Velcro 
fastener for width adjustment. Reflectors on the shoulders 
and sleeves provide good visibility in the dark and therefore 
additional safety. Washable at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % 
Polyester, 35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 
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Size 40 X991018029000
Size 42 X991018030000
Size 44 X991018031000
Size 46 X991018032000
Size 48 X991018033000
Size 50 X991018034000
Size 52 X991018035000

Size 54 X991018036000
Size 56 X991018037000
Size 58 X991018038000
Size 60 X991018039000
Size 62 X991018040000
Size 64 X991018041000
Size 66 X991018042000

BIB AND BRACE OVERALLS
Lightweight and extremely robust straight cut dungarees with 
flexible side panels, elasticated on the back and adjustable 
elasticated shoulder straps for an optimum fit in any working 
position. Lots of multi-purpose pockets: large breast pocket 
with Velcro fastener, two side pockets, thigh pocket and mobile 
phone pocket with Velcro fastener, double ruler pocket, two 
back pockets. Reinforced knee sections with kneepad pockets. 
Leg length easily extendible by up to 4 cm by opening the 
basted seams in the leg hems. Reflectors on the front and 
back provide good visibility in the dark and therefore additional 
safety. Washable at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % Polyester, 
35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

Size 40 X991018071000
Size 42 X991018072000
Size 44 X991018073000
Size 46 X991018074000
Size 48 X991018075000
Size 50 X991018076000

Size 52 X991018077000 
Size 54 X991018078000
Size 56 X991018079000
Size 58 X991018080000
Size 60 X991018081000

TROUSERS
Lightweight and extremely robust work trousers with 
numerous multi-purpose pockets. Two large side pockets, 
thigh pocket with additional mobile phone pocket and Velcro 
fastener, two back pockets, double ruler pocket. Elasticated 
waistband for comfort in all working positions. Leg length 
easily extendible by up to 4 cm by opening the basted seams 
in the leg hems. Reflectors on the front and back provide good 
visibility in the dark and therefore additional safety. Washable 
at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % Polyester, 35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

also available for children

Leg length can  
easily be lengthened 
by up to  
4 cm by opening  
the seams at the  
leg hems.

Leg length can easily be 
lengthened by up to 4 cm by 
opening the seams at the 
leg hems.
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Size 40 X991018057000
Size 42 X991018058000
Size 44 X991018059000
Size 46 X991018060000
Size 48 X991018061000
Size 50 X991018062000

Size 52 X991018063000
Size 54 X991018064000
Size 56 X991018065000
Size 58 X991018066000
Size 60 X991018067000
Size 62 X991018068000

OVERALLS
Comfortable and practical! Lightweight and extremely robust 
overall with several multi-purpose pockets. Breast pocket with 
Velcro fastener, mobile phone pocket with Velcro fastener, 
numerous pen pockets, two side pockets, thigh pocket with 
Velcro fastener, two back pockets and a double ruler pocket. 
The windproof flap with Velcro fastener protects the front 
zip fastener from dirt and wear and tear. With two lateral 
reach-through pockets for accessing undergarments. Popper 
buttons on the cuffs and the legs for width adjustment. The 
elasticated waistband ensures that the overalls fit perfectly 
and are therefore also suitable for different body sizes. 
Reflectors on the shoulders, sleeves and legs provide good 
visibility in the dark and therefore additional safety. Washable 
at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % Polyester, 35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

Size 40 X991018043000
Size 42 X991018044000
Size 44 X991018045000
Size 46 X991018046000
Size 48 X991018047000
Size 50 X991018048000

Size 52 X991018049000
Size 54 X991018050000
Size 56 X991018051000
Size 58 X991018052000
Size 60 X991018053000
Size 62 X991018054000

OVERALLS WITH DOUBLE ZIP
Lightweight and extremely robust double zip overall with 
two full-length zip fasteners which can be opened at both 
sides. Proves an extremely pleasant wearing sensation. With 
numerous multi-purpose pockets: Breast pocket with Velcro 
fastener, mobile phone pocket with Velcro fastener, pen 
pocket, two side pockets, one back pocket and a double ruler 
pocket. Practical: two reach-through pockets for accessing 
undergarments. Popper buttons on the cuffs. With flexible 
elasticated part on the back for an optimum fit. Reflectors on 
the shoulders provide good visibility in the dark and therefore 
additional safety. Washable at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % 
Polyester, 35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

Side slits Side slits
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Size S X991023005000
Size M X991023006000
Size L X991023007000

Size XL X991023008000
Size XXL X991023009000
Size XXXL X991023010000

PROFI MULTIFUNCTIONAL JACKET
Sustainable, robust and comfortable without compromises. 
The outfit is completed with the “Eco” Profi multifunctional 
jacket, transforming used plastic into sustainable workwear. 
With corduroy-reinforced elbows, large breast pockets with 
Velcro fasteners, zip pocket and mobile phone pocket. Two 
side pockets and inner pocket with zip fastener. Additional 
comfort is provided by the hem with adjustable width with 
Velcro fastener at the sides. The sleeve width can also be 
adjusted with a Velcro fastener. 20 mm reflectors on the elbow 
provide safety. Materials: Black 64 % recycled polyester, 34 % 
cotton, 2 % elastane 290 g / m², stretchable material; dark grey 
40 % cotton, 30 % polyester, 30 % EME 205 g / m², stretchable 
material.
 

also available for children

NEW



Size XS  X991022181000
Size S  X991022182000
Size M  X991022183000
Size L  X991022184000

Size XL  X991022185000
Size XXL  X991022186000
Size XXXL  X991022187000

PROFI SWEATSHIRT
Perfect for the transitional period! Sporty-modern elastic sweatshirt with round 
neck and colour-contrasting sleeve sections. The pleasantly soft material 
provides additional comfort even in warmer temperatures. With reflective Fendt 
pro print on the chest and back for added safety. Washable at 60 degrees. 
Material: 74 % cotton, 20 % polyester, 6 % elastane.
Black/Grey 

Size S X991023051000
Size M X991023052000
Size L X991023053000

Size XL X991023054000
Size XXL X991023055000
Size XXXL X991023056000

MEN’S PROFI QUILTED JACKET IN ANTHRACITE
The Profi quilted jacket is a super-light all-rounder. The combination of softshell 
material and warm padding provides pleasant climate regulation. With a full-
length zip fastener at the front and two side pockets with concealed zip fastener. 
Reflective Fendt Profi logo on chest and back. External material: 96 % Polyester, 
4 % Elastane. Internal material: 100 % Polyester, filling 100 % Polyester.
 

Size S X991023045000
Size M X991023046000
Size L X991023047000

Size XL X991023048000
Size XXL X991023049000
Size XXXL X991023050000

MEN’S PROFI QUILTED GILET IN ANTHRACITE
Super-light and pleasantly warm Profi quilted gilet with power stretch inserts. 
Full-length front zip fastener, two side pockets with concealed zip fastener. 
Reflective Fendt Profi logo on chest and back. Material: 100 % polyester, filling 
100 % polyester.
 

Size S X991023011000
Size M X991023012000
Size L X991023013000

Size XL X991023014000
Size XXL X991023015000
Size XXXL X991023016000

PROFI STRETCH JACKET
Hard-wearing, comfortable, stretchable and breathable. What more do you 
need as a professional? The Profi stretch jacket by Fendt does not only look 
good, but provides numerous pockets (breast pockets with zip fastener, 
pen pockets on left sleeve, side pockets and inner pocket with zip fastener) 
and provides visibility in any weather thanks to the numerous reflectors on 
the front and back. The width of the sleeves and the hem can be adjusted 
using a Velcro fastener. Material: Black: superstretch 90 % polyamide, 10 % 
elastane, 240 g /m², dark grey: mechanical stretch 100 % Polyester, 200 g /m² 
stretchable in four directions.
 

PROFI
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ECO

ECO

Size 44 X991021039000
Size 46 X991021040000
Size 48 X991021041000
Size 50 X991021042000
Size 52 X991021043000
Size 54 X991021044000

Size 56 X991021045000
Size 58 X991021046000
Size 60 X991021047000
Size 62 X991021048000
Size 64 X991021049000

MEN’S PROFESSIONAL WAISTBAND TROUSERS ECO
Durable, robust and comfortable without any compromise. With the professional 
“Eco” waistband trousers, old plastic is converted into durable work clothes. 
Cordura reinforcement for the knees, for the 2-in-1 padded knee pockets with 
flap, and an elastic band at the back ensure comforSize Numerous pockets: 2 
side pockets, leg pockets for mobile phone or folding ruler. Comes with hammer 
loop, button and knife loop. The leg hem can be lengthened or shortened by 5cm. 
20 mm reflectors on leg pockets ensure safety. Materials: Black 64 % recycled 
polyester, 34 % cotton, 2 % elastane 290 g / m², stretchable material; Dark grey 
40 % cotton, 30 % polyester, 30 % EME 205 g / m², stretchable material.
Black 

Size 44 X991021028000
Size 46 X991021029000
Size 48 X991021030000
Size 50 X991021031000
Size 52 X991021032000
Size 54 X991021033000

Size 56 X991021034000
Size 58 X991021035000
Size 60 X991021036000
Size 62 X991021037000
Size 64 X991021038000

MEN’S PROFESSIONAL DUNGAREES ECO
Durable, robust and comfortable without any compromise. With the professional 
“Eco” dungarees, old plastic is converted into durable work clothes. Cordura 
reinforcement for the knees, for the 2-in-1 padded knee pockets with flap, flexible 
stretch fabric on the sides, and a comfortable elastic band at the back ensure 
comforSize Numerous pockets, including a large breast pocket with flap, 2 side 
pockets, leg pockets for mobile phone or folding ruler. Comes with hammer 
loop, button and knife loop. The leg hem can be lengthened or shortened by 
5cm. 20mm reflectors on leg pockets and reflective piping on the breast pocket 
flap provide additional safety.  Materials: Black 64 % recycled polyester, 34 % 
cotton, 2 % elastane 290 g / m², stretchable material; Dark grey 40 % cotton, 30 % 
polyester, 30 % EME 205 g / m², stretch able material; Green 65 % polyester, 35 % 
cotton g / m².
Black 

Size 44 X991023017000
Size 46 X991023018000
Size 48 X991023019000
Size 50 X991023020000
Size 52 X991023021000
Size 54 X991023022000

Size 56 X991023023000
Size 58 X991023024000
Size 60 X991023025000
Size 62 X991023026000
Size 64 X991023027000

PROFI STRETCH TROUSERS
Hard-wearing, comfortable, stretchable and fits like a second skin. What more do 
you need as a professional? The Profi stretch trousers by Fendt do not only look 
good, but provide numerous practical pockets (large side pockets with opening 
and additional zip fastener, leg pocket with flap and pen pockets, small pockets 
for tools, knee pockets, two back pockets) and provides safety in any weather 
thanks to the reflectors. Variable: the leg length can be extended by an additional 
4 cm if required. Material: Black: superstretch 90 % polyamide, 10 % elastane, 
240 g /m², dark grey: mechanical stretch 100 % polyester, 200 g /m².
 

NEW
PROFI
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Size XS X991023066000
Size S X991023067000
Size M X991023068000
Size L X991023069000

Size XL X991023070000
Size XXL X991023071000
Size XXXL X991023072000

PROFI T-SHIRT GREY/BLACK
Sporty/modern two-colour t-shirt with round neckline and 
sleeve inserts in contrasting colour. The soft and elastic 
material ensures particularly high wear comfort. The reflective 
Fendt Profi logo on the chest and back and the reflective 
stripes on the sleeves provide additional safety. 
Material: 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane.
 

Size XS X991023059000
Size S X991023060000
Size M X991023061000
Size L X991023062000

Size XL X991023063000
Size XXL X991023064000
Size XXXL X991023065000

PROFI T-SHIRT, BLENDED FABRIC
Sporty/modern two-colour t-shirt with round neckline and 
sleeve inserts in contrasting colour. The soft and elastic 
material ensures particularly high wear comfort. The reflective 
Fendt Profi logo on the chest and back and the reflective 
stripes on the sleeves provide additional safety. 
Material: 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane.
 

NEW NEW



Size S X991023104000
Size M X991023105000
Size L X991023106000

Size XL X991023107000
Size XXL X991023108000
Size XXXL X991023109000

MEN’S PROFI 2 IN 1 OUTDOOR JACKET
Functional and comfortable 2 in 1 work jacket with removable 
quilted interior jacket which can be worn separately. Exterior 
jacket made from windproof and waterproof material with 
adjustable hood, stand-up collar, front zip fastener with chin 
protection, adjustable cuffs with Velcro straps, two side 
pockets with zip fasteners and also an inner pocket. Seam 
closure with elastication and stopper. The reflecting Fendt 
Profi logo on the chest and back, and also the reflecting 
stripes, provide additional safety. The inner jacket is a 
lightweight padded jacket with pleasant wearing comfort and 
thermal protection, stand-up collar, front zip fastener and two 
side pockets with zips. The reflecting Fendt Profi logo on the 
chest and back and the reflecting piping provide additional 
safety. Outer jacket material: 100 % polyester. Inner jacket 
material: 100 % Polyester, filling 100 % Polyester.
 

Size XS  X991022174000
Size S  X991022175000
Size M  X991022176000
Size L  X991022177000

Size XL  X991022178000
Size XXL  X991022179000
Size XXXL  X991022180000

PROFI T-SHIRT
Sporty-modern two-tone T-shirt with round neckline and 
colour-contrasting sleeve and shoulder sections. The soft and 
elastic material ensures particularly high wear comfort. The 
reflective Fendt Profi print on the chest and back is a highlight 
for every fan and provides additional safety. Washable at 
60 degrees. 
Material: 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane.
Black/Grey 

Size XS X991023073000
Size S X991023074000
Size M X991023075000
Size L X991023076000

Size XL X991023077000
Size XXL X991023078000
Size XXXL X991023079000

PROFI POLO
The Profi polo shirt is a sporty/modern, two-colour shirt made 
from single Jersey with reflective print on the chest and back, 
as well as a concealed button panel and side slits with a 
contrasting green tape. Material: 100 % Cotton.
 

also available for children

NEW

NEW
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Size S X991023086000
Size M X991023087000
Size L X991023088000

Size XL X991023089000
Size XXL X991023090000
Size XXXL X991023091000

MEN’S PROFI FLEECE SHIRT
Warm and versatile fleece shirt for professionals. The functional 
material feels pleasant on the skin and provides sufficient freedom of 
movement. Reflecting Fendt Profi logo on the chest and back. With 
comfortable, soft and high zippered collar with chin protection and 
micro fleece insert at the sleeves. Material: 100 % polyester.
 

Size S X991023092000
Size M X991023093000
Size L X991023094000

Size XL X991023095000
Size XXL X991023096000
Size XXXL X991023097000

MEN’S PROFI SWEAT JACKET
Two-colour Profi sweat jacket with sewn-on sleeve labels in contrasting 
colour. Reflecting “Fendt Profi” logo printed on chest and back, and 
reflective stripes on the shoulders. Full-length zipper, high stand-up 
collar with zipper with logo. Soft interior, elasticated sleeve hems. 
Material 1 & 2: 60 % Cotton, 40 % Polyester, material 3: 100 % Polyester.
 

also available for children

NEW

NEW



Size S X991020266000
Size M X991020267000
Size L X991020268000

Size XL X991020269000
Size XXL X991020270000
Size XXXL X991020271000

MEN’S PROFI WINTER SOFTSHELL 
JACKET
This high-quality work jacket is made of wind-proof and highly 
water-proof softshell material with a warming lining. The front 
zip is lined with a wind-breaker, keeping out wind and moisture, 
and the side pocket and chest pocket can both be closed 
with a zip. The sleeves can be adjusted with hook-and-loop 
fasteners and have a comfortable ribbed knit on the inside. Cut 
slightly longer at the back, with detachable hood and reflective 
piping on shoulders, sleeves and back. Material: softshell 
320 g / m². Padding: synthetic 60 g / m²
Grey /  Black /Green 

Size S X991023098000
Size M X991023099000
Size L X991023100000

Size XL X991023101000
Size XXL X991023102000
Size XXXL X991023103000

MEN’S PROFI FLEECE JACKET
The two-colour Profi fleece jacket provides the right 
combination of comfort, design and functionality. The 
combination of fleece and power stretch provides maximum 
comfort and flexibility. With the Fendt Profi logo embroidered 
on the chest and back, reflecting piping on the sleeves and 
elasticated hem. Full-length front zip fastener. Extended 
back panel for additional wearing comfort. Main material: 
100 % Polyester. Side and sleeve inserts: 94 % Polyester, 
6 % Elastane.
 

Size S X991023080000
Size M X991023081000
Size L X991023082000

Size XL X991023083000
Size XXL X991023084000
Size XXXL X991023085000

MEN’S PROFI SOFTSHELL JACKET
A weatherproof multitalent! Softshell jacket for professional 
use: water repellent, windproof, breathable. High-closing collar. 
Separate side pocket with zip fastener at the sides, reflecting 
logo on chest and back. Zip fastener in contrasting colour. The 
reflecting stripes also provide safety. Adjustable cuffs. Exterior 
material: 96 % Polyester, 4 % Elastane, back: 100 % Polyester.
 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop

NEW NEW
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Size 50/54 X991023110000

PROFI CHILDREN’S KNITTED HAT
Practical and protects from wind and the weather! Our Fendt 
Profi knitted hat in anthracite with turn-up also provides 
children with a pleasant, warm wearing sensation. With Fendt 
Profi logo badge on the front. Material: 44 % Cotton, 44 % 
Acrylic, 12 % Polyester. Head circumference: 50-54 cm.
 

Size 2 X991005580000
Size 4 X991005581000

Size 6 X991005582000

CHILDREN’S GLOVES
Perfectly fitting protective gloves for children. Palm made from 
black Amara leather. The inside palm area is also padded with 
a pleasant acrylic lining.
Black 

NEW
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Size 98/104 X991018118000
Size 110/116 X991018119000
Size 122/128 X991018120000

Size 134/140 X991018121000
Size 146/152 X991018122000
Size 158/164 X991018123000

CHILDREN’S BIB AND BRACE OVERALLS
Lightweight and extremely robust, straight cut dungarees for 
children. With flexible side panels, elasticated part on back 
and adjustable elasticated shoulder straps for optimum fit. 
High back. Large breast pocket with Velcro fastener, two 
side pockets, thigh pocket with Velcro fastener, back pocket. 
Reflectors on the front and back provide good visibility in 
the dark and therefore additional safety. Washable at 60 °C. 
Material: 250 g / m², 65 % Polyester, 35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

Size 98/104 X991018130000
Size 110/116 X991018131000
Size 122/128 X991018132000

Size 134/140 X991018133000
Size 146/152 X991018134000
Size 158/164 X991018135000

CHILDREN’S TROUSERS
Lightweight and extremely robust work trousers for children. 
Two side pockets, thigh pocket with Velcro fastener, back 
pocket. Reinforced knee sections. Elasticated waistband for 
particular wearing comfort. Reflectors on the front and back 
provide good visibility in the dark and therefore additional 
safety. Washable at 60 °C. Material: 250 g / m², 65 % Polyester, 
35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

Size 98/104 X991023029000
Size 110/116 X991023030000
Size 122/128 X991023031000

Size 134/140 X991023032000
Size 146/152 X991023033000
Size 158/164 X991023034000

CHILDREN’S BERMUDA SHORTS
Short, knee-length and robust work trousers for children. Two 
side pockets, two back pockets and a thigh pocket with Velcro 
fastener. Reflectors provide good visibility in the dark and 
therefore additional safety. Washable at 60 °C. 
Material: 250 g / m², 65 % Polyester, 35 % Cotton.
 

NEW
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Size 98/104 X991018124000
Size 110/116 X991018125000
Size 122/128 X991018126000

Size 134/140 X991018127000
Size 146/152 X991018128000
Size 158/164 X991018129000

CHILDREN’S OVERALLS
Lightweight and extremely robust overall for children with 
several multi-purpose pockets. Breast pockets with Velcro 
fastener, side pockets, thigh pocket with Velcro fastener, back 
pocket. The windproof flap with popper buttons protects the 
front zip fastener from dirt and wear and tear. Elasticated 
hem and elastication on the back provide optimum wearing 
comfort. With reflectors for good visibility in the dark and 
therefore additional safety. Washable at 60 °C. Material: 250 
g / m², 65 % Polyester, 35 % Cotton.
Grey / Green 

Size 98/104 X991023117000
Size 110/116 X991023118000
Size 122/128 X991023119000

Size 134/140 X991023120000
Size 146/152 X991023121000
Size 158/164 X991023122000

CHILDREN’S PROFI FLEECE JACKET
The two-colour Profi fleece jacket for children provides the 
right combination of comfort, design and functionality. The 
combination of fleece and power stretch provides maximum 
comfort and flexibility. With the Fendt Profi logo embroidered 
on the chest and back, reflecting piping on the sleeves and 
elasticated hem. Full-length front zip fastener. Extended back 
panel for additional wearing comfort. Material combination: 
main material: 100 % Polyester. Side and sleeve inserts: 94 % 
Polyester, 6 % Elastane.
 

Size 98/104 X991023111000
Size 110/116 X991023112000
Size 122/128 X991023113000

Size 134/140 X991023114000
Size 146/152 X991023115000
Size 158/164 X991023116000

CHILDREN’S PROFI SOFTSHELL JACKET
A weatherproof multitalent for children! The softshell jacket is 
water-repellent, windproof and breathable. High-closing collar. 
Separate side pocket with zip fastener at the sides, reflecting 
logo on chest and back. Zip fastener in contrasting colour. The 
reflecting stripes also provide safety. Adjustable cuffs. Exterior 
material: 96 % Polyester, 4 % Elastane, back: 100 % Polyester.
 

NEWNEW
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Size 98/104 X991022194000
Size 110/116 X991022195000
Size 122/128 X991022196000

Size 134/140 X991022197000
Size 146/152 X991022198000
Size 158/164 X991022199000

CHILDREN‘S PROFI SWEATSHIRT
The smaller ones, just like the larger ones: Perfect for the transitional 
period! Sporty-modern elastic sweatshirt with round neck and colour-
contrasting sleeve sections. The pleasantly soft material provides 
additional comfort even in warmer temperatures. With reflective Fendt 
Profi print on the chest and back for added safety. Washable at 
60 degrees. Material: 74 % cotton, 20 % polyester, 6 % elastane.
Black/Grey 

Size 98/104 X991022188000
Size 110/116 X991022189000
Size 122/128 X991022190000

Size 134/140 X991022191000
Size 146/152 X991022192000
Size 158/164 X991022193000

CHILDREN‘S PROFI T-SHIRT
The smaller ones, just like the larger ones: Sporty-modern two-tone 
T-shirt with round neck and colour-contrasting sleeve and shoulder 
sections. The soft and elastic material ensures particularly high wear 
comfort. The reflective Fendt Profi print on the chest and back is a 
highlight for every fan and provides additional safety. Washable at 
60 degrees. 
Material: 95 % cotton, 5 % elastane.
Black/Grey 



BABY & 
KIDS
WELL-PROVIDED FROM 
THE OUTSET:
We use the best materials and produce 
in accordance with the highest standards 
so that our little ones will feel good. We 
provide our offspring with the perfect 
start to life with uncompromisingly good, 
stylishly sophisticated and functional 
products.
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Size onesize X991022096000

CHILDREN’S “TRACTOR” 
HEADBAND
Stretch performance fleece ear protector 
for children with tractor print. 
Material: 94 % Polyester + 6 % Spandex
 

Size onesize X991022095000

CHILDREN’S “TRACTOR” 
FLEECE HAT
Classic children’s hat made from stretch 
performance fleece with print. 
Material: 94 % Polyester + 6 % Spandex
 

Size onesize X991022094000

CHILDREN’S “TRACTOR“ 
CAP
Classic cotton cap for children with printed 
design on the front and adjustable closure 
with Fendt logo on the rear. 
Material: 100% Cotton
 

Size 86/92 X991022215000
Size 98/104 X991022216000
Size 110/116 X991022217000
Size 122/128 X991022218000

Size 134/140 X991022219000
Size 146/152 X991022220000
Size 158/164 X991022221000

KIDS T-SHIRT NATURAL LINE
100 % organic cotton (180g/m²) with Fendt motif on 
the chest area
 

X991017155000

KIDS BACKPACK
Simply ingenious: Fendt children’s backpack with lots of beautiful and 
practical details. Comfortable, soft padded back, shoulder straps with 
soft-edge finishes, removable sitting mat, hook-and-loop fastening 
pocket on front with large grip strap. Inside you will find a lot of space 
for even a small saw or other utensils. Zip key pocket, name tag inside, 
wet laundry compartment for dirty trousers, reinforced base, mesh side 
pockets for 0.5 l bottle. Volume: 10 litre. Dimensions: 35 × 25 × 15 cm. 
By Deuter.
Green 

NEW
NEWNEW

KIDS
MAKES CHILDREN‘S HEARTS BEAT FASTER.
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Size 86/92 X991022088000
Size 98/104 X991022089000
Size 110/116 X991022090000

Size 112/128 X991022091000
Size 134/140 X991022092000
Size 146/152 X991022093000

CHILDREN’S JERSEY T-SHIRT “NATURE“
Unisex children’s T-shirt made from Jersey with a red design 
colour and a round neckline. The dry function technology 
ensures sweat that evaporates quickly, while the odour-
retardant treatment reduces the build-up of unpleasant 
odours. Material: 92 % Polyester +  8 % Spandex
 

Size 86/92 X991022082000
Size 98/104 X991022083000
Size 110/116 X991022084000

Size 112/128 X991022085000
Size 134/140 X991022086000
Size 146/152 X991022087000

CHILDREN’S „TRACTOR“ JERSEY T-SHIRT
Unisex children’s T-shirt made from Jersey with a round 
neckline. The dry function technology ensures sweat that 
evaporates quickly, while the odour-retardant treatment 
reduces the build-up of unpleasant odours. Material: 92 % 
Polyester + 8 % Spandex
 

NEWNEW
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X991023028000

CHILDREN’S 3-PIECE PORCELAIN 
CROCKERY SET
Our children’s 3-piece porcelain crockery set with Fendt machine 
illustrations consists of 1 breakfast plate (20 cm), 1 round bowl (16 
cm) and 1 mug with handle (0.25 l). Making mealtimes even more fun. 
Packaged in a decorative gift box. A wonderful present for any Fendt 
fan! Suitable for the microwave and dishwasher. By Seltmann Weiden. 
Made in Germany.
 

Size 86/92 X991022076000
Size 98/104 X991022077000
Size 110/116 X991022078000

Size 112/128 X991022079000
Size 134/140 X991022080000
Size 146/152 X991022081000

CHILDREN’S GILET
Unisex gilet for children, padded with 120gr Feel Warm Flat, 
a water-repellent synthetic fibre. The PFC free water-repellent 
treatment makes the clothing water-repellent and keeps water 
out. The clothing is completed with elasticated hem and 
armholes, a front zip fastener with windproof and chafing flap, 
and two side zip pockets. Material: 100% Polyester
 

Size 86/92 X991022064000
Size 98/104 X991022065000
Size 110/116 X991022066000

Size 112/128 X991022067000
Size 134/140 X991022068000
Size 146/152 X991022069000

CHILDREN’S SOFTSHELL JACKET
Heavy-duty women’s softshell jacket with removable hood and 
fleece on the inside. The Clima Protect membrane between the 
materials and the water-repellent PFC-free treatment are the 
guarantee of waterproofing (WP 7000) and breathability (MVP 
1000). The clothing is completed with a front zip fastener with 
windproof and chafing flap, two side zip pockets, adjustable 
hem and fleece cuffs. Material: 96 % Polyester + 4 % Spandex
 

Size 86/92 X991022070000
Size 98/104 X991022071000
Size 110/116 X991022072000

Size 112/128 X991022073000
Size 134/140 X991022074000
Size 146/152 X991022075000

CHILDREN’S HYBRID JACKET
Children’s hybrid jacket made from Knit Tech, a soft and warm fleece. 
The nylon front is padded with Feel Warm Flat, a water-repellent 
synthetic fibre. The clothing is completed with a front zip fastener with 
windproof and chafing flap, two side zip pockets, and elasticated hem 
and armholes. The chest area of the jacket is decorated with a Fendti 
comic motif. Material: 100% Polyester
 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop

NEW

NEW

NEWNEW
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Size onesize X991023159000

BABY HAT
Our Fendt baby hat provides protection from the wind and is 
comfortable to wear thanks to the cuddly and soft material. It 
is flexibly adjustable thanks to the turn-up and can be worn for 
long periods. Head circumference: 40-41 cm. Material: 100 % 
Bio-cotton Interlock, 200 g/m².
 

X991023156000

BABY BIB
The Fendt baby bib with popper buttons and all-over print is 
the perfect companion for everyday use. Size: approx. 
30 x 21 cm Material: 100 % Bio-cotton Interlock, 200 g/m².
 

NEW

NEW

BABY
RIGHT FROM THE START.



Size 62/68 X991023166000 Size 74/80 X991023167000

BABY ROMPER
Every baby’s wardrobe should have one! The Fendt baby 
romper with long sleeves and impressive tractor print on the 
front is extremely comfortable to wear. With practical slip-on 
collar and popper buttons on inner leg to make it easy to put 
on and take off.
 

Size 62/68 X991023162000 Size 74/80 X991023163000

BABY SHIRT
The Baby long sleeve shirt is incredibly comfortable, and 
impresses with its tractor print on the front. With round 
neckline and popper buttons on the left shoulder to make it 
easy to put on and take off. Material: 100 % Bio-cotton
 

Size 62/68  X991023164000 Size 74/80 X991023165000

BABY PANTS
Our Fendt baby pants with turn-down waistband and all-
over print are not only pleasant to wear but can be optimally 
combines with the onesie or the shirt. A real all-rounder with a 
relaxed fit, making it easy to put on and take off. Material: 
100 % Bio-cotton Interlock, 200 g/m².
 

Size 62/68 X991023160000 Size 74/80 X991023161000

BABY ONESIE
The Fendt long sleeve onesie is impressively comfortable and 
the ideal companion for the first months of life. With tractor 
and animal print on the front, practical slip-on collar and 
colour-coordinated edging on all openings.
 

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Size onesize X991023155000

BABY SHOES
Complete the Fendt outfit! Our soft baby shoes with Velcro 
fastener are a must-have and are ideal as a gift for a newborn. 
One size: 17/18. Material: 100 % Polyurethane.
 

Size onesize, 0-12 Months X991023168000

BABY RATTLE SOCKS
Look and listen to what my socks can do! These rattle socks provide 
warmth and enjoyable playing fun at the same time. They encourage 
your offspring to happily romp and make its first grasping attempts. 
The tractor rattles with every movement. The socks have a soft turn-
down part for holding them up. Material: socks: 100 % Cotton, tractor: 
100 % Polyester.
 

Size 80x80 cm X991023170000

BABY BATH TOWEL
The hooded towel from Fendt is a wonderful bath towel. It has a hood 
for quickly drying the head and hair. The numerous embroideries such 
as the Fendt tractor and the many animals which live on the farm make 
it an eye-catching favourite. Size: 80 x 80 cm. Can be washed at 40° C. 
material: 100 % Cotton terry cloth.
 

X991023157000

BABY COMFORT BLANKET
Our soft baby comfort blanket with the tractor is the ideal 
companion for your little ones. Material: 100 % Cotton.
 

X991023158000

BABY PLAY BLANKET
What’s crackling there? Our Fendt crackling tractor will amaze babies 
and invite them to play. Material: 100 % Polyester, filling: 100 % 
Polyester. Size: approx 18 x 14 cm
 

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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X991020294000

FENDT TOOL KIT
With its high-quality finish, this 4-piece children‘s tool set is 
an absolute highlight for every young farmer. Junior shovel: 
Shovel made of high-quality, hardened sheet steel, pointed 
shape, 22 × 21 cm shovel blade (l × w) with a robust hardwood 
handle, 75 cm long, Fendt logo on the handle; recommended 
age: 8 to 14 years. For digging, lifting, transporting in sand and 
earth. Aluminium children’s shovel: Stall shovel made of high-
quality, hardened aluminium, extra-light shovel with curved 
edge, 24 × 20 cm shovel blade (l × w) with robust hardwood 
handle, 75 cm length, Fendt logo on handle; recommended 
age: 8 to 14 years. For shovelling snow, feeding, lifting and 
transporting. Pitchfork for children: Pitchfork with 3 tines, 
forged from high-quality steel, hardened, 20 × 18 cm fork 
dimension (l × w); with robust hardwood handle, 95 cm length, 
Fendt logo on handle; recommended age: 10 to 14 years. For 
feeding, spreading, lifting and transporting. Wooden hay rake 
for children: Hay rake, wooden rake with 10 plastic tines, 39 cm 
rake width with robust hardwood handle, 100 cm length, Fendt 
logo on the handle; recommended age: 8 to 14 years. For 
harvesting and gathering on pasture and grassland.
 

X991021004000

FENDT SLIDE
The Fendt slide provides great sliding fun, even for the very 
small children who are older than one year. The easy assembly 
means it can be set up in no time at all. Weighing just under 
four kilos, the slide is easy to transport, yet robust, and, with its 
wide step ladder, can also withstand rough games. Once at the 
top of the ladder, large safety handles provide a firm grip and 
the large slide end ensures soft and safe landings. A stabilising 
rope in the middle of the slide provides additional safety, so 
that nothing can stop the fun of sliding indoors or outdoors. 
Length × width × height: 145 × 59 × 79 cm. Starting from 
12 months.
 

X991019055000

SAND BUCKETS WITH MOULDS
Whether on the beach or on the playground: The digging 
fun can start with this set. It consists of a Fendt bucket, a 
matching sieve, rake and spade as well as 3 moulds. Height of 
bucket: 18 cm, diameter: 16 cm. Manufactured CE compliant 
according to the currently valid Toys Directive EN 71.
 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop
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WOMEN & 
MEN
PERFECT LEISUREWEAR:
For every day, for every opportunity and every 
occasion - our leisurewear provides the right 
choice for every situation and any weather. 
Leisurewear without compromises and for 
any purpose.



Size S X991022251000
Size M X991022252000
Size L X991022253000
Size XL X991022254000

Size XXL X991022255000
Size 3 XL X991022256000
Size 4 XL X991022257000

T-SHIRT  
„FENDT GEN7“
Very comfortable cotton T-shirt with „Fendt Gen7 Artwork Motif“. 
The grey parts of the tractor silhouette have a reflective effect. 100 % 
cotton. Size S - 4XL
 

Size 46 X991020003000
Size 48 X991020004000
Size 50 X991020005000
Size 52 X991020006000
Size 54 X991020007000

Size 56 X991020008000
Size 58 X991020009000
Size 60 X991020010000
Size 62 X991020011000
Size 64 X991020012000

MEN’S T-SHIRT
This functional men’s classic t-shirt made in a flame yarn pattern 
provides optimum comfort due to its moisture-transferring, quick-
drying fabric. The 2-way-stretch material also allows excellent freedom 
of movement. Material: 96 % polyester, 4 % elastane.
Green 

Size 36 X991020013000
Size 38 X991020014000
Size 40 X991020015000
Size 42 X991020016000

Size 44 X991020017000
Size 46 X991020018000
Size 48 X991020019000

WOMEN’S T-SHIRT
The functional women’s classic t-shirt in a flame yarn pattern provides 
optimum comfort due to the moisture-transferring, quick-drying 
fabric. The 2-way-stretch material also allows excellent freedom of 
movement. Material: 96 % polyester, 4 % elastane.
Green 

OUTDOOR
OPTIMAL FOR OUTDOORS.
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Size 46 X991020071000
Size 48 X991020072000
Size 50 X991020073000
Size 52 X991020074000
Size 54 X991020075000

Size 56 X991020076000
Size 58 X991020077000
Size 60 X991020078000
Size 62 X991020079000
Size 64 X991020080000

MEN’S POLO SHIRT
A simple, functional men’s polo shirt for every occasion. Its 
soft, cotton-like material ensures maximum comfort. The 
shirt also provides good moisture manage ment and, if it gets 
wet, it dries again in no time. Optimal freedom of movement 
due to two side slits and stretch material. A comfortable 
companion for everyday life and travel. Material: 50 % cotton, 
50 % polyester.
Black / Green 

Size 36 X991020081000
Size 38 X991020082000
Size 40 X991020083000
Size 42 X991020084000

Size 44 X991020085000
Size 46 X991020086000
Size 48 X991020087000

LADIES POLO SHIRT
A simple, functional ladies polo shirt for every occasion. Its 
soft, cotton-like material ensures maximum comfort. The 
shirt also provides good moisture management and, if it gets 
wet, it dries again in no time. Optimal freedom of movement 
due to two side slits and stretch material. A comfortable 
companion for everyday life and travel. Material: 50 % cotton, 
50 % polyester.
Black / Green 

Size 46 X991020037000
Size 48 X991020038000
Size 50 X991020039000
Size 52 X991020040000
Size 54 X991020041000

Size 56 X991020042000
Size 58 X991020043000
Size 60 X991020044000
Size 62 X991020045000
Size 64 X991020046000

MEN’S SOFTSHELL JACKET
Functional men’s softshell jacket in a sporty style for a wide range of uses. Elastic, 
wind-proof, water-resistant and made of VENTURI stretch material. High-fastening 
collar with chin reinforcement, 1-way front zip with lower flap. Hem and arm cuffs 
are adjustable. Side pockets and breast pocket with zips. Material: outside: 100 % 
polyester, inside: 100 % polyester, membrane: polyurethane.
Black / Green 

Size 36 X991020047000
Size 38 X991020048000
Size 40 X991020049000
Size 42 X991020050000

Size 44 X991020051000
Size 46 X991020052000
Size 48 X991020053000

WOMEN’S SOFTSHELL JACKET
Functional women’s softshell jacket with a sporty look for a wide range of uses. 
Elastic, wind-proof, water-resistant and made of VENTURI stretch material. High-
fastening collar with chin reinforcement, 1-way front zip with lower flap. Hem and 
arm cuffs are adjustable. Side pockets and breast pocket with zips. Material: outside: 
100 % polyester, inside: 100 % polyester, membrane: polyurethane.
Black / Green 
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Size 46 X991020054000
Size 48 X991020055000
Size 50 X991020056000
Size 52 X991020057000
Size 54 X991020058000

Size 56 X991020059000
Size 58 X991020060000
Size 60 X991020061000
Size 62 X991020062000
Size 64 X991020063000

MEN’S FLEECE JACKET
Stylish yet warm: the men’s fleece jacket. A combination of diamond-quilted, blended 
fleece and smooth fleece provide optimum warmth, moisture-transfer and quick-
drying comfort. The jacket provides maximum freedom of movement thanks to the 
4-way stretch material, and optimum comfort thanks to the chin reinforcement and 
the side pockets with zips. Material: outer material: 98 % polyester, 2 % spandex, hull 
down: 100 % polyester, lining: 100 % polyester.
Grey / Green 

Size 36 X991020064000
Size 38 X991020065000
Size 40 X991020066000
Size 42 X991020067000

Size 44 X991020068000
Size 46 X991020069000
Size 48 X991020070000

WOMEN’S FLEECE JACKET
Stylish yet warm: The women’s fleece jacket.  
A combination of diamond-quilted, blended fleece and smooth fleece provide 
optimum warmth, moisture-transfer and quick-drying comfort. The jacket provides 
maximum freedom of movement thanks to the 4-way stretch material, and optimum 
comfort thanks to the chin reinforcement and the side pockets with zips. 
Material: outer material: 98 % polyester, 2 % spandex, hull down: 100 % polyester, 
lining: 100 % polyester.
Grey / Green 

Size 46 X991020020000
Size 48 X991020021000
Size 50 X991020022000
Size 52 X991020023000
Size 54 X991020024000

Size 56 X991020025000
Size 58 X991020026000
Size 60 X991020027000
Size 62 X991020028000
Size 64 X991020029000

MEN’S HYBRID JACKET
Comfortably warm, even when it gets wet and cold: The men’s 
hybrid jacket has a high-fastening collar and PrimaLoft® 
Black-Eco insulation without cold bridges on the torso. It’s 
wind-proof but breathable. Sleeves, sides and hood are made 
of breathable stretch fleece. Material: outer material: 100 % 
polyester, lining: 100 % polyester, padding: 100 % polyester.
Grey / Green 

Size 36 X991020030000
Size 38 X991020031000
Size 40 X991020032000
Size 42 X991020033000

Size 44 X991020034000
Size 46 X991020035000
Size 48 X991020036000

WOMEN’S HYBRID JACKET
Comfortably warm, even when it gets wet and cold: The 
women’s hybrid jacket has a high-fastening collar and 
PrimaLoft® Black-Eco insulation without cold bridges on the 
torso. It’s wind-proof but breathable. Sleeves, sides and hood 
are made of breathable stretch fleece. Material: outer material: 
100 % polyester, lining: 100 % polyester, padding: 100 % 
polyester.
Grey / Green 



Size onesize X991022062000

TUBE SCARF
Multifunctional unisex neck warmer 
which can also be used as a headband. 
This accessory is made from recycled 
polyester, a sustainable fibre, which is 
manufactured by processing waste 
materials. Material: 100% Polyester
 

Size onesize X991022063000

HEADBAND
Stretch performance Fleece headband 
with Fendt printed logo. Material: 94 % 
Polyester + 6 % Spandex
 

Size onesize X991022036000

BASEBALL CAP - GREEN 
FIELD
Classic cotton cap for adults with printed 
design on the front and adjustable closure 
with Fendt logo on the rear. Material: 100% 
Cotton
 

NEW

NEWNEW

FENDT BY CMP
FASHION FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.



Size S X991022057000
Size M X991022058000
Size L X991022059000

Size XL X991022060000
Size XXL X991022061000

WOMEN’S JERSEY 
T-SHIRT
V-neck Jersey T-shirt for women. The dry function technology 
ensures that sweat evaporates quickly, whereas the odour-
retardant treatment reduces the build-up of unpleasant 
odours. Material: 92 % Polyester + 8% Spandex
 

Size S X991022052000
Size M X991022053000
Size L X991022054000

Size XL X991022055000
Size XXL X991022056000

WOMEN’S PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT
Women’s polo shirt made from piqué fabric. The dry function 
technology ensures that sweat evaporates quickly, whereas 
the odour-retardant treatment reduces the build-up of 
unpleasant odours. Material: 100% Polyester
 

Size S X991022026000
Size M X991022027000
Size L X991022028000
Size XL X991022029000

Size XXL X991022030000
Size 3 XL X991022168000
Size 4 XL X991022169000

MEN’S PIQUÉ POLO SHIRT
Men’s polo shirt made from piqué material. The dry function 
technology ensures that sweat evaporates quickly, whereas 
the odour-retardant treatment reduces the build-up of 
unpleasant odours. Material. 100 % Polyester
 

Size S X991022031000
Size M X991022032000
Size L X991022033000
Size XL X991022034000

Size XXL X991022035000
Size 3 XL X991022170000
Size 4 XL X991022171000

MEN’S PIQUÉ T-SHIRT
Men’s t-shirt made from lightweight Jersey with round 
neckline. With a modern field design in the chest area. The dry 
function technology ensures sweat that evaporates quickly, 
while the odour-retardant treatment reduces the build-up of 
unpleasant odours.  Material: 100% Polyester.
 

NEW

NEW

NEWNEW
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Size S  X991023123000
Size M  X991023124000
Size L  X991023125000

Size XL  X991023126000
Size XXL  X991023127000

WOMEN’S SPORTS SHIRT
Fashionable, high-tech sports shirt made from Polyester 
Jersey for women. A perfect item of clothing for every 
outdoor activity thanks to the Dry Function Technology, 
which encourages the evaporation of sweat and the natural 
temperature regulation of the body, together with the odour-
preventing treatment which reduces the build up of unpleasant 
odours. Made from 100 % polyester.
 

Size S  X991023128000
Size M  X991023129000
Size L  X991023130000
Size XL  X991023131000

Size XXL  X991023132000
Size 3 XL  X991023133000
Size 4 XL  X991023134000

MEN’S SPORTS SHIRT
Fashionable, high-tech sports shirt made from polyester 
Jersey for men. A perfect item of clothing for every outdoor 
activity thanks to the Dry Function Technology, which 
encourages the evaporation of sweat and the natural 
temperature regulation of the body, together with the odour-
preventing treatment which reduces the build up of unpleasant 
odours. Made from 100 % polyester.
 

NEWNEW
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Size S  X991023135000
Size M  X991023136000
Size L  X991023137000

Size XL  X991023138000
Size XXL  X991023139000

RUNNING SHORTS (UNISEX)
Lightweight sports shorts for him & her with mesh lining for 
your leisure time. The Dry Function Technology encourages 
the evaporation of sweat and the natural temperature 
regulation of the body. Made from 100 % Polyester (exterior) 
with inner shorts made from 100 % Polyamide and an 
adjustable, elasticated waistband
 

Size S X991022047000
Size M X991022048000
Size L X991022049000

Size XL X991022050000
Size XXL X991022051000

WOMEN’S GILET
Padded women’s gilet made from 120gr Feel Warm Flat, a 
water-repellent synthetic fibre. The PFC free water-repellent 
treatment makes the clothing water-repellent and keeps water 
out. The clothing is completed with elasticated hem and 
armholes, a front zip fastener with windproof and chafing flap, 
and two side zip pockets. Material: 100% Polyester
 

Size S X991022021000
Size M X991022022000
Size L X991022023000
Size XL X991022024000

Size XXL X991022025000
Size 3 XL X991022166000
Size 4 XL X991022167000

MEN’S GILET
Padded men’s gilet made of 120gr Feel Warm Flat, a water-
repellent synthetic fibre. The PFC free water-repellent 
treatment makes the clothing water-repellent and keeps water 
out. The clothing is completed with an elasticated hem and 
armholes, a front zipper with windproof and chafing flap, two 
side zipper pockets. Material: 100 % Polester
 

Size 22 l X991023043000

“KATANA” HIKING BACKPACK
22 litre backpack, big enough to carry all the equipment you 
need for short to medium distance hikes. Made from tear-
resistant but lightweight nylon with everything that you need 
to make your backpack comfortable to wear on your hike: 
stiff back for good ventilation, closure systems and load 
stabilization. Numerous compartments so that carried objects 
and accessories can be stored separately and be easily 
accessible.
 

NEW

NEW
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Size S X991022011000
Size M X991022012000
Size L X991022013000
Size XL X991022014000

Size XXL X991022015000
Size 3 XL X991022162000
Size 4 XL X991022163000

MEN’S SOFTSHELL JACKET
Heavy-duty men’s softshell jacket with removable hood and fleece on 
the inside. The Clima Protect membrane between the materials and the 
water-repellent PFC-free treatment are the guarantee of waterproofing 
(WP 7000) and breathability (MVP 1000). The clothing is completed 
with a front zip fastener with windproof and chafing flap, two side zip 
pockets, adjustable hem and fleece cuffs. Material: 96 % Polyester, 4 % 
Spandex
 

Size S X991022037000
Size M X991022038000
Size L X991022039000

Size XL X991022040000
Size XXL X991022041000

WOMEN’S SOFTSHELL JACKET
Heavy-duty women’s softshell jacket with removable hood and fleece 
on the inside. The Clima Protect membrane between the materials 
and the water-repellent PFC-free treatment are the guarantee of 
waterproofing (WP 7000) and breathability (MVP 1000). The clothing 
is completed with a front zip fastener with windproof and chafing flap, 
two side zip pockets, adjustable hem and fleece cuffs. Material: 96% 
Polyester + 4% Spandex
 

Size S X991022016000
Size M X991022017000
Size L X991022018000
Size XL X991022019000

Size XXL X991022020000
Size 3 XL X991022164000
Size 4 XL X991022165000

MEN’S HYBRID JACKET
Men’s hybrid jacket made from Knit Tech, a soft and warm fleece. The 
nylon front is padded with Feel Warm Flat, a water-repellent synthetic 
fibre. The clothing is completed with a front zip fastener with windproof 
and chafing flap, two side zip pockets, and elasticated hem and 
armholes. 100 % Polyester
 

Size S X991022042000
Size M X991022043000
Size L X991022044000

Size XL X991022045000
Size XXL X991022046000

WOMEN’S HYBRID JACKET
Women’s hybrid jacket made from Knit Tech, a soft and warm fleece. 
The nylon front is padded with Feel Warm Flat, a water-repellent 
synthetic fibre. The clothing is completed with a front zip fastener with 
windproof and chafing flap, two side zip pockets, and elasticated hem 
and armholes. Material: 100 % Polyester
 

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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X991022140000

CUTLERY SET TO-GO
The three-piece cutlery set consists of a knife, fork and 
spoon as well as a practical storage box. The set is designed 
from environmentally friendly bio-circular material, made in 
Germany by koziol; produced 100% CO2-neutral; dishwasher 
safe.
 

Size 74x74x253mm X991022141000

WATER BOTTLE WITH SWING STOPPER
The water bottle with the practical swing top is made of 
environmentally friendly organic circular material.  The water 
bottle can be completely disassembled and therefore is easy 
to clean. Not intended for carbonated drinks; volume: 425 ml; 
made in Germany by koziol; 100% CO2-neutral production
 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop

FENDT NATURAL LINE
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X991022139000

NATURAL LINE BASEBALL CAP
Baseball cap made of 100 % organic cotton 
with Fendt - metal closure
 

X991023040000

LUNCH BOX (NATURAL LINE)
Sandwiches, snacks and fruit all find a place in the compact lunch box and 
always remain fresh and delicious. Contains a practical divider (white) so that 
you can keep the food separate until it’s time to eat. The box has a clip closure. 
The special design with the rounded edges feels wonderful, and prevents the 
corners from digging into you when you are carrying it in your bag or backpack. 
The robust material still looks good after many years.  Looks great and is 
environmentally friendly, since the film of the motif and the product are made 
from the same material and can be recycled together.
 

NEW
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Size S X991022125000
Size M X991022126000
Size L X991022127000
Size XL X991022128000

Size XXl X991022129000
Size 3Xl X991022130000
Size 4 XL X991022131000

NATURAL LINE POLO-SHIRT
100 % organic cotton (210 g/m²) with green Fendt logo 
on the chest and V-neck collar
 

Size S X991022111000
Size M X991022112000
Size L X991022113000
Size XL X991022114000

Size XXl X991022115000
Size 3Xl X991022116000
Size 4 XL X991022117000

NATURAL LINE T-SHIRT
100 % organic cotton (180g/m²) with green Fendt logo 
on the chest area
 

Size S X991022118000
Size M X991022119000
Size L X991022120000
Size XL X991022121000

Size XXl X991022122000
Size 3Xl X991022123000
Size 4 XL X991022124000

NATURAL LINE SWEAT SHIRT
100 % organic cotton (360 g/m²) with green Fendt logo 
on the chest and round neck collar
 

Size S X991022132000
Size M X991022133000
Size L X991022134000
Size XL X991022135000

Size XXl X991022136000
Size 3Xl X991022137000
Size 4 XL X991022138000

NATURAL LINE HOODIE
100 % organic cotton (360 g/m²) with green Fendt logo 
on chest and hood
 



Size 59 X991021090000
Size 62 X991021091000

REVERSIBLE CAP
The practical and warm reversible beanie 
cap in bright colour or in hunting olive 
colour can be used outdoors for  different 
functions. Material: 100 % polyester.
Olive / Orange 

X991021092000

ORANGE / CAMOUFLAGE 
CAP
The orange baseball cap in camouflage 
look is an eye-catcher for hunting and 
outdoors. The six-panel cap with the Fendt 
logo on the front is one-size and can be 
individually adjusted to the shape of the 
head using the metal fastener.
Orange / Camouflage X991021093000

GREEN / CAMOUFLAGE CAP
The baseball cap in camouflage-look 
completes your camouflage. The six-panel 
cap with the Fendt logo on the front is 
one-size and can be individually adjusted 
to the shape of the head using the metal 
fastener.
Green / Camouflage 

HUNT
CONNECTED WITH NATURE.



Size 7  X991023175000
Size 8  X991023176000
Size 9  X991023177000
Size 10  X991023178000
Size 11  X991023179000

HUNTING GLOVES
The ideal hunting gloves from Seiz fulfil all 
of a hunter’s requirements. The water-
repellent Neoprene glove with its rubber 
coated palm section provides a perfect 
grip in any weather. The hunting gloves are 
available in various sizes.
 

X991021094000

FLEECE SCARF
The fleece scarf with high-quality knitted 
Fendt logo ensures warmth. Never have a 
cold neck again! Material: 100 % polyester. 
Dimensions: approx. 20 × 160 cm.
Olive 

X991023151000

HUNTING BOOK
Log your hunting successes in the new 
Fendt hunting book. 
Format: Length - Height: 252 mm / Width: 
180 mm 
• Material cover: ProTouch, soft cover 
material 
• Cover colour: anthracite 
• Paper 80g/m²  
• Pages: 192 - height / width: 247 x 175 mm 
and numbered  
• Interior: checked
 

X991021089000

BRACES ORANGE
Wide braces with brightly coloured straps and sturdy metal 
clips provide many adjustment options for optimal wearing 
comfort. The perfect braces for hunting are available in the 
classic X-brace design.
Orange 

X991021097000

LOOP SCARF
This signal-coloured multifunctional scarf with camouflage 
all-over print is the ideal companion for any outdoor activity. 
The seamless loop scarf can be quickly converted into a 
useful neckerchief or a fashionable cap. Material: Polyester 
microfibre.
Orange 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop
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VEHICLES
FOR UNLIMITED JOY WHILE 
PLAYING:
Our little ones will have fun conquering the 
world with our miniature vehicles, pedal 
tractors and go-karts.  The extensive vehicle 
fleet leaves nothing to be desired, letting 
their imagination run wild.



X991021005000

FENDTI BOUNCING TRACTOR
The Fendt bouncing tractor provides lots of bouncing fun and, 
at the same time, promotes the sense of balance and motor 
skills of our little fans. It can be inflated into shape in no time 
using the air pump provided. The external mirrors can be used 
to hold on to and give the child a secure grip. The bouncing 
tractor quickly finds its way into the children’s room or into 
the garden. Made of robust, durable and easy-maintenance 
BPA-free material. Load capacity up to 50 kilos. Starting from 
12 months.
 

X991022242000

THREE-WHEELER FENDT 314 VARIO 
WITH TRAILER
The Fendt 314 Vario three-wheeler with trailer and sound 
steering wheel are particularly good driving fun for children. 
Suitable for children from approx. 2 years and above. 
Dimensions: L 109 x W 47 x H 56 cm. Batteries (2 x AA) not 
included in scope of delivery.
 

CHILDREN‘S VEHICLES
THE LITTLE ONES ARE JUST LIKE THE BIG ONES.

VEHICLES
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X991006249000

FENDT 724 VARIO RIDE - ON CAR
Fendt ride-on car in a Vario 700 design with storage space 
beneath the bonnet, integrated horn, ergonomic car shape, 
sturdy Ackermann steering, knee groove and silent tyres for 
indoor and outdoor driving fun.
 

X991015187000

FENDT 516 VARIO PEDAL TRACTOR WITH FRONT 
LOADER AND TRAILER
Smaller pedal tractor with front loader and trailer has several great features. For 
kids from about 2 ½ to 5 years of age, with protected integral chain drive with 
adjustable pedal cranks, lift-up bonnet in Fendt design, roll-bar, number plate, 
sturdy turntable steering and profiled tyres. L 161 ×  
B 47 × H 55 cm. Functional accessories can be added at a later date. Pneumatic 
tyres not possible.
 

X991006250000

TRAILER FOR RIDE-ON CAR
Matching trailer for the Vario 724 ride-on car.
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FENDT 942 VARIO WITH PNEUMATIC 
TYRES, FRONT LOADER, GEAR SHIFT, 
BRAKE
 

X991022010000

FENDT 942 VARIO
The Fendt 942 Vario satisfies with high quality, originality and 
functionality. The bonnet can be opened and offers storage 
space. With length and height adjustable seat, roll bar and 
protected chain drive. Optimised turning circle thanks to 
Ackermann steering, front and rear coupling: this ensures 
fun driving! Can be retrofitted with functional accessories. 
Dimensions (LxWxH): 106x52.5x65.5 cm. Suitable for children 
from 3 to 8 years.
 

X991022008000

FENDT 942 VARIO WITH FRONT LOADER
 

X991022009000

Seat adjustment

VEHICLES
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FENDT 211 VARIO
The 211 Vario, in the “big” version, with original “211 Vario” 
logo. The bonnet can be opened and provides plenty of 
storage space. This agile pedal tractor is suitable for children 
from three years of age. Optional features of the 211 Vario: 
Front loader: Fully functional front loader, easy and quick to 
remove, pneumatic tyres: Professional features for the best 
driving experience.
 

X991000815000

FENDT 211 VARIO WITH FRONT LOADER
 

X991000816000

FENDT 211 VARIO WITH PNEUMATIC 
TYRES & FRONT LOADER
 

X991000818000



FENDT 1050 VARIO WITH FRONT LOADER 
& TWO GEARS, BRAKE
 

X991017195000

FENDT 1050 VARIO
The 1050 Vario is a pedal tractor that looks just like its big 
brother. With integrated front mudguards, length and height-
adjustable seat, roll-bar and silent tyres. The bonnet can be 
opened and the storage compartment provides storage space. 
With adjustable chain tension, protected chain drive, optimised 
turning circle thanks to Ackermann steering, front and rear 
coupling. Can be upgraded with functionalaccessories. Not 
available with pneumatic tyres. For children from 3 to 10 years.
 

X991017193000

FENDT 1050 VARIO  WITH FRONT LOADER
 

X991017194000

VEHICLES
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X991005559000

CONTAINER
The large Fendt dumper is a heavy-duty tandem-axle vehicle 
with sturdy twin opening rear doors. The container rolls off 
completely and can be suspended by the hook arm.
 

X991020230000

FENDT ROLLY MILK PAILS
Your children will have a lot of fun with this set of four plastic 
milk pails with removable lids! Can be filled with any kind of 
liquids (including milk, of course). Length × width × height: 
10.5 × 10.5 × 21 cm.
 

X991019059000

REAR BOX
Functional transport trough to easily hang to the rear of the 
tractor, tiltable, trough hatch can be unlatched / removed.
 

X991000111000

HALF-PIPE TIPPER
The large Fendt half-pipe tipper with extra-large storage 
volume, twin axle and with tipping action.
 X991005560000

FENDT TIPPER
The Fendt tipper is a sturdy dumper for all our pedal tractors.
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X991000091000

MULTI-TRAILER
A must for every small farmer – the Fendt multi-trailer works just 
like the real thing. Extremely sturdy, heavy-duty three-axle trailer with 
double side-gates and extra sturdy turntable steering. With detachable 
tow-bar. Fully functional tipping  action using a scissor-type jack and 
screw crank. Side gates can be easily removed and replaced. Can 
be tipped three-ways simply by repositioning the two safety bolts. 
Additional trailer bar at the back. Size: 113 × 63 × 45.5 cm
 

X991000092000

SWEEPER FENDT
Fully functional sweeper, suitable for all ve hicles with front 
coupling, with integrated collection container, which removes 
for emptying. Size: 44 × 57.5 × 65 cm.
 

X991019073000

FENDT SLURRY TANKER
Large and sturdy barrel tanker attaches to pedal tractors, 
stabilising wheel with crank at towing bar can be filled with 
water, complete with tap, pump and spray nozzle, sprays up 
to 5 m.
 

X991015088000

FENDT WHEELBARROW
Sturdy wheelbarrow with metal Fendt design tray. Plastic 
handles. For children aged 2 ½ and above. Bears loads up to 
50 kg. Length × width × height: 77 × 37 × 47 cm.
 

X991019071000

FENDT PLASTIC WHEELBARROW
For the farmers of tomorrow. Small and very sturdy plastic 
wheelbarrow in the original Fendt design. Capacity up to 10 kg. 
Length × width × height: 64.5 × 20 × 33 cm.
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X991021112000

FENDT RACER GO-KART
The FENDT Racer go-kart by FERBEDO makes the hearts of little 
motor sport fans beat faster! In sporty racing look in FENDT design, 
steel frame, pneumatic tyres and the FERBEDO sound steering wheel 
with four motor sport sounds: Starting, honking, accelerating, braking. 
Features: Free-wheel automatic - back and forth without shifting, 
ergonomically shaped and adjustable seat, comfortable, high-quality 
FERBEDO pneumatic tyres, sound steering wheel, eccentric chain 
tensioner, handbrake for optimum deceleration and trailer coupling. 
Made in Germany. Age recommendation: 3 - 8 years. Dimensions: L 
102 x W 60 x H 64 cm. Weight: approx. 15 kg. Loadable up to 50 kg.
 



X991018226000

FENDT ROADSTER 3 GEARS AND 
BACK PEDAL BRAKE
The highlight of the TRACK BF3 FENDT with roll bar is the 
 integrated 3-gear transmission with back pedal brake. The 
transmission facilitates driving also in hilly terrain. The BF3 
free-wheel prevents the pedals from turning when driving 
forward. The driver can therefore stop pedalling while moving 
forward. This minimises the risk of injury. To reverse the go-
kart, you  intuitively break with the pedals or the handbrake until 
it stops. Then the pedals are turned backwards. The reverse 
gear  engages automatically. With studded tyres, floating axle, 
exhaust, spherical head steering, front spoiler and 6  seating 
 positions, it is equal to its bigger role models in terms of 
 efficiency and reliability. Its deployment, with the roll bar as 
standard, is always safe even in rough terrain. Thanks to the 
 integrated trailer hitch, you are well equipped for any work in 
the field. Suitable for children from 5 years upwards. L 150 ×  
W 86 × D 80 cm. Weight: 52 kg. Bears loads up to 100 kg.
 

X991018225000

FENDT ROADSTER WITH BACK 
PEDAL BRAKE
The TRACK BF1 FENDT with roll bar is brilliantly equipped! 
With studded tyres, floating axle, exhaust, spherical head 
steering, front spoiler and 6 seating positions, it is equal to 
its bigger role models in terms of efficiency and reliability. Its 
deployment, with the roll bar as standard, is always safe even 
in rough terrain. Thanks to the integrated trailer hitch, you are 
well equipped for any work in the field. Apart from the modern 
design, the go-kart also has the latest BF1 free-wheel. The 
BF1 prevents the pedals from turning when driving forward. 
The driver can therefore stop pedalling while  moving forward. 
This minimises the risk of injury. To reverse the go-kart, you 
intuitively break with the pedals or the handbrake until it stops. 
Then the pedals are turned backwards. The reverse gear 
engages automatically. Pure driving fun! Dimensions: 
L 150 × W 86 × D 80 cm. Weight: 50 kg. Bears loads up to 
100 kg.
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X991018227000

FENDT SPEEDY
The SPEEDY FENDT BF1 for all power kids from 3 years upwards. With 
the BRAKE FREE-WHEEL BF1, you can drive forwards and  backwards 
without switching. With integrated back pedal brake for particularly safe and 
comfortable braking. Ball-bearing mounted tyres have little roll resistance. 
The equipment is amongst the best. Some highlights: Front spoiler, trailer 
hitch and spherical head steering. You can even install a front lifting 
device with a loading shovel or fit a second seat. 
Dimensions: L 120 × W 72 × D 77 cm. Weight: approx. 28 kg. Bears loads up 
to 80 kg.
 

X991006429000

FENDT BUDDY GO-CART
Experience adventures on the farm in a pedal go-cart! 
No challenge is too big for the powerful BERG Buddy Fendt. 
Design inspired by the genuine Fendt tractor. Suitable for 
children aged 3 to 8 years, adjustable steering wheel, three-
way adjustable seat.
 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop
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FENDT 939 VARIO GO-CART
Fendt 939 Vario go-cart by BERG Toys. Strong Fendt 
design. Suitable for children aged 5 and upwards for hours of 
fun-filled outdoor play. Can be driven forward and backward. 
Direction controlled via the pedals. Pneumatic tyres provide 
good traction for a top driving experience. With back pedal 
brake and handbrake. Six-way adjustable seat. Bears loads up 
to 100 kg.
 

X991014134000

FENDT 939 VARIO GO-CART 3 GEARS
 

X991014135000



X991019010000

HAPPY FENDT HAY BALER
Fun with hay: This tractor with baling press is pure joy. The 
hay bale turns in the press and can be ejected at the touch of 
a button. It is also funny and presents an opportunity to learn 
about the underlying technical principle. Child’s hands can 
easily detach the trailer from the tractor unit. Sound and light 
stimulate the senses. The tractor with its ergonomic design 
has rounded corners and edges and is recommended for 
children from 12 months upwards. Length: 30 cm.
 

X991015201000

FENDTI HAPPY TRACTOR
Driving a tractor is fun for all kids! The play tractor is suitable 
for children with its rounded shape and without dangerous 
edges. Its big eyes give it a humorous character. It helps the 
little farmer’s fine motor skills and the desire to discover. 
Recommended for children from 12 months upwards. 
Length: 25 cm.
 

TOY MODELS
FOR THE REAL JOY OF PLAYING.



X991019090000

HAPPY FENDT WITH WOODEN 
TRAILER
Off into the forest with the Happy Fendt Forester! This free-
wheeling toy tractor provides a lot of inspiration for learning 
motor skills. It has a mechanical claw at the front, which can 
be opened and closed with the large handle. The trailer has 
a manual claw on the swivel arm, with which the logs can be 
placed and moved. Hearing and sight are also stimulated, 
because it also features light and sound. Recommended for 
children aged 12 months. Batteries included.
 

X991019013000

HAPPY FENDT ANIMAL TRAILER
Children have great fun when they are playing with the Fendt 
Animal Trailer. The toy consists of a Fendt tractor with child-
friendly appearance, light and sound, an animal trailer as well 
as a cow. The tractor unit can easily be detached from the 
trailer. This is what our youngest use to drive the cows to the 
pasture. The cow and trailer are compatible with a well-known 
modular system, so that the toy fits in brilliantly with the toy 
collection at home. Recommended for children aged 
12 months. Length: 30 cm.
 

X991017206000

FENDTI HAPPY TRACTOR WITH 
TRAILER
This combination consists of a tractor and trailer fitted with 
free-wheel, light and sound and is an impressive 65 cm long. 
The front shovel can be moved up and down manually as 
well as removed to load the trailer. It is very easy to hitch and 
unhitch the trailer to the towing hook and manually unload the 
trailer. The toy tractor is suitable for children with its rounded 
shape and promotes fine motor skills. Batteries contained: 
2 × 1.5 V-R6. Recommended for children from 12 months 
upwards.
 

X991022003000

FENDTI FRUIT TRAILER
It’s time for fun! The harvest can be quickly gathered from the 
fields with the Fendt play tractor and trailer with rattling fruits. 
The trailer has a removable basket with folding handle and 
small fruits, with which the pear, apple and pineapple can be 
easily carried around. The fruits are charming, not just because 
of their friendly faces, but also because they can be used as a 
rattle! A short press of the button is enough to switch on the 
tractor’s warning lights and activate the engine noise. Includes 
2x 1.5V LR44 batteries. Recommended for ages of 12 months 
and over. Length: 30 cm.
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X991021130000

FENDT MICRO TEAM
The strong Fendt toy set from Dickie Toys consists of a tractor, forage 
harvester and loader wagon and is ideal for home and garden or on the road 
thanks to its size.  Lots of play fun is guaranteed: The loader wagon can 
be easily attached to the tractor! Length: 9 cm each, material: plastic. Age 
recommendation: from 3 years.
 

X991019014000

HAPPY FARMHOUSE
The farmhouse for the Fendt farm and prospective farmers introduces even 
the youngest into the world of agriculture. The set consists of a house that 
can be folded out, with barn, tractor garage and hayloft with ramp as well 
as a tractor, animals and a hay bale. Animal and vehicle noises or music 
supplement the adventurous play with all senses. Exciting details, such as 
the moving scroll in the roof with time display invite to explore. Batteries 
included. Recommended for children aged 12 months. Length: 38 cm 
(folded out)
 

NEW



X991021128000

FENDT MONSTER TRACTOR
The Fendt monster truck toy tractor from Dickie Toys is sturdy and 
made for small children‘s hands. With its friction motor, four-wheel 
drive, XXL tyres and many details, it provides monster-sized fun. 
Thus, after pushing on, it continues to drive until the energy of the 
flywheel is used up. The toy tractor is the perfect gift for little fans 
of big vehicles with lots of power. Whether in the house or in the 
garden - the Fendt Monster Tractor can cope with just about any 
surface, because, thanks to the large and wide tyres, the vehicle has 
a good grip and can be stowed away quickly and easily. Length: 9 cm, 
material: plastic. Age recommendation: from 3 years.
 

X991021129000

FENDT CABLE TRACTOR
The toy tractor from Dickie Toys with cable remote control 
is the ideal entry into the world of remote-controlled tractors 
and encourages play with its numerous features. The large 
front bucket moves both forwards and backwards, and the 
lights on the roof also flash when the vehicle moves forwards 
- stimulating the imagination of the smallest ones and training 
the motor skills of children‘s hands with fun. The supplied 
cable remote control feels good in the hand and lets the Fendt 
tractor drive either forwards, straight or backwards in a curve. 
Thanks to the batteries already included, you can start the 
driving fun straight away! Batteries: 2 x AA included. Length: 
14 cm, material: plastic. Age recommendation: from 3 years.
 

X991022002000

FENDT FARM TRAILER
Perfectly equipped for working in the fields: The Fendt tractor with 
large tipping trailer from Dickie Toys offers numerous possibilities: 
with free-wheel mechanism, light, sound and other functions. The set 
promotes motor skills and creativity: tilt the trailer, open the tailgate 
and side flap or fold out the stand - with its many details, the Fendt 
tractor invites you to discover & play. In order to be able to help out 
properly, the trailer also has a tipping function and flaps that can 
be opened and closed as desired. Wide and large tyres provide the 
necessary grip. So the fun can start right away: with additional hay 
bale and batteries 2 x AAA included. A perfect gift for all fans of 
true-to-the-original toy models. Length: 26 cm. Material: plastic. Age 
recommendation: from 3 years.
 

X991022001000

FENDT MICRO FARMER
A combination with many details! The Fendt Micro Farmer Set 
consists of a Fendt tractor with front loader and square baler. 
Thanks to its size, it is ideal for home and garden or on the go. 
The baler can be easily attached to the tractor and the front 
loader with movable shovel provides additional play fun ideas! 
Length: 9 cm, material: plastic. Age recommendation: 
from 3 years.
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Size 01:16:00 X991023004000

FENDT 211 VARIO WITH FRONT LOADER AND 
SIDEBOARD TRAILER
The Fendt 211 Vario contains everything a farmer needs for successful work 
results. The compact dimensions and spacious cabin provide comfort, and 
make it the perfect partner for use in any conditions. Accurate in every detail, 
high quality toy model made from plastic with steerable and all-terrain floating 
axle (additional handlebar through sunroof of tractor), removable front weight, 
front loader and non-skid tires. The easy to move sideboard trailer makes 
playtime fun, and has many different uses. Scale 1:16. Made in Germany. 
From 3 years.
 

Size 01:16:00 X991023003000

FENDT 211 VARIO
The Fendt 211 Vario contains everything a farmer 
needs for successful work results. The compact 
dimensions and spacious cabin provide comfort, and 
make it the perfect partner for use in any conditions. 
Accurate in every detail, high quality toy model made 
from plastic with steerable and all-terrain floating axle 
(additional handlebar through sliding roof of tractor), 
removable front weight and non-skid tires. Scale 1:16. 
Made in Germany. From 3 years.
 

X991000218000

FENDT 936 VARIO
Fendt 936 Vario: High-quality and detailed Fendt toy model 
made from plastic. Model scale 1 : 16. Bonnet and doors can 
be opened. Steerable fully-floating axle (steering extension 
through the roof) for rough terrain and height-adjustable rear 
coupling. Made in Germany.
 

X991000217000

FENDT 936 VARIO
Fendt 936 Vario: High-quality and detailed Fendt toy model 
made from plastic. Model scale 1 : 16. Bonnet and doors can 
be opened. Steerable fully-floating axle (steering extension 
through the roof) for rough terrain and height-adjustable rear 
coupling. Made in Germany.
 

NEWNEW
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X991016003000

FENDT 1050 VARIO WITH MECHANIC AND 
WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT
A highlight for every young Fendt fan! High-quality toy model with multiple 
details. Made of plastic. Bonnet and doors can be opened. Front weight 
and wheels can be removed. The towbar hoist is adjustable. The workshop 
equipment means even more fun: Mechanics in overalls and cap, car jack, 
safety stands and toolbox with tools are all included. With steerable and 
all-terrain oscillating axle (steering wheel extension over the roof) and 
adjustable rear coupling. Made in Germany. From 4 years.
 

X991016002000

FENDT 1050 VARIO
High-quality and true-to-detail plastic toy. Bonnet and doors can 
be opened. Front weights and wheels can be removed. The towbar 
hoist is adjustable. Thanks to the steering wheel extension over 
the roof and the all-terrain floating front axle, the Fendt 1050 Vario 
can be steered. Made in Germany. Scale: 1 : 16. From 4 years.
 



1:32

X991019092000

FENDT 1050 VARIO
Fendt 1050 Vario tractor for the children’s farm or desk. Classic 
technology: the tractor can be pulled back and then drives forward 
independently. Length: 10 cm. Recommended for children aged  
3 years and up.
 

X991019058000

FENDT 828 VARIO
Made of die-cast metal and durable, precision moulded plastic, the 
model has large-profile tyres, a working steering wheel and a detailed 
interior. It’s compatible with other 1:32 scale trailers and features a tow 
bar, removable cab, equipment and accessories, for hours of fun.
 

X991019091000

FENDT 1050 VARIO WITH 
WOODEN TRAILER
Fendt 1050 Vario Forester for the little forestry 
worker or for your desk. Classic technology: the 
Forester can be pulled back and then drives forward 
independently. Included: a removable trailer with 
manual gripper and three removable tree trunks. 
Length: 10 cm. Recommended for children aged 
3 years and up.
 

X991019093000

FENDT 1050 VARIO WITH FRONT LOADER
Fendt 1050 Vario tractor with front loader for the children’s farm or 
your desk. Classic technology: the tractor can be pulled back and 
then drives forward independently. The front loader is fully functional. 
Length: 10 cm. Recommended for children aged 3 years and up.
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X991016082000

FENDT 1050 VARIO
The Fendt 1050 Vario now featuring in kid’s bedrooms! The 
SIKU toy models made of metal and plastic parts stand out 
thanks to multiple details such as the new design of the 
bonnet and the large rear tyres. The steerable front axle has an 
oscillating function. The bonnet can be opened, the cab can 
be removed. There are SIKU standard couplings on the front 
and the rear.
 

X991016089000

FENDT 926 VARIO WITH IRRIGATION 
SPRINKLER
Now we can get going with the irrigation – whether on 
plantations with increased demand for water or in dry 
summers – mobile sprinklers are often indispensable. The 
Fendt 926 Vario with irrigation sprinkler playfully gets the 
harvesting process going. The sprinkler is hooked up to the 
reel for road transport. On the field, the hose is rolled from the 
reel and hooked up to the sprinkler so that a larger area can be 
watered. When the irrigation is finished, the hose can be rolled 
up onto the reel and the sprinkler hooked up
 

X991015001000

FENDT 724 VARIO
Powerfully impressive. Fendt 724 Vario by SIKU in a scale 
model of 1 : 32 is an optical highlight with lots of details, such 
as Ackermann steering, bonnet that can be opened and SIKU 
couplings, 2 rotating signal lamps on the roof. The cabin is 
completely glazed and detachable. The front windscreen 
curves into the roof – just like the original. Faithfully-
reproduced wheel rims and pneumatic tyres with agricultural 
profiles complete the high-end look of this model.
 

X991021027000

FENDT 942 VARIO WITH FRONT 
MOWER
The Fendt 942 Vario is the new top model in the Fendt 900 
series. A newly developed MAN engine with over 400 hp under 
the distinctive Fendt nose generates the power. The 1 : 50 scale 
tractor comes with a Fendt slicer mower as standard from 
Siku. The disc mower ensures a perfect, even cutting height. 
The mower system and cab can be removed. In addition, the 
Fendt 942 Vario comes with a trailer coupling.
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FUNK

FENDT 1167 VARIO MT WITH BLUETOOTH 
APP CONTROL & REMOTE CONTROL MODULE
Pure Fendt playing fun: the Fendt 1167 Vario caterpillar is a unique 
combination of power and design as a Bluetooth-controlled high end RC 
model from SIKU CONTROL. The caterpillar model with the metal bodywork 
has belt drives which are operated by two very powerful gear units, which 
gives the tractor a tremendous amount of power. The driving function is 
proportional. By controlling the drives, tight turns and even turning on the 
spot are possible when driving. Not only the gear unit and the steering but 
also the twelve LEDs can be conveniently operated with the SIKU CONTROL 
remote control module. Alternatively, the Fendt 1167 Vario can also be 
operated from your smartphone or tablet via the SIKU CONTROL app. 
Real agricultural feeling is provided by the brand new Real Machine Sound 
Function (RMSF), for which the original sound of the tractor was recorded 
live and integrated in the app. The noises can therefore only be played 
via the app. Of course, the tractor can be combined with a wide variety of 
trailers and accessory machines from the SIKU CONTROL series.   
Fendt 1167 Vario MT equipment: 
• 12 LEDs 
• Movement control via Bluetooth with App or remote control possible 
• Remote control available separately 
• Radio remote controlled tractor made from metal with numerous functions 
• Controlled using Android or iOS SikuControl App via Bluetooth 
• Proportional driving and steering functions 
• LED Lights: Driving lights and rear lights, working lights as well as 

rotating beacons 
• Electronically controlled rear coupling 
• Compatible with all SikuFarmer 1:32 models
 

X991023001000

FENDT 1167 VARIO MT WITH BLUETOOTH 
APP CONTROL
 

X991023002000
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X991019089000

FENDT TANKER
With its 450ml tank, the Fendt tanker guarantees hours of fun. 
Small farmers can irrigate their fields with the remote-controlled 
spraying function and experience realistic play. Thanks to the 
trailer coupling at the front, the tanker can be easily attached 
to the toy tractor. The tanker also has a manual fold-out hose 
distributor with a width of 480mm. This product is compatible 
with the “Fendt 1050 Vario with remote control”. The remote 
control is not included.
 

X991005031000

FENDT 939 VARIO
With the SIKU Control 32 technology in this model, it’s you who 
decides the way to go. The tractor is made from metal and 
plastic and is really easy to control. Provides hours of fun
 

X991017159000

FENDT 1050 VARIO WITH 
REMOTE CONTROL
The fantastic Fendt 1050 Vario is now also  available as 
a remote-controlled Jamara version. With extra- sturdy 
chassis, large profiled tyres, LED lighting, on / off engine 
sound, horn, reverse warning sound, indicators, demo 
function and sturdy remote control. Suitable for indoor 
and outdoor use! Batteries (4 × AA 1.5 V) included. 
Enough to make anybody the king of the sandpit when 
it comes to proper farm work. Recommended for 
children from 8 years upwards. Dimensions: 
37.5 × 17 × 21 cm (length × width × height).
 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop
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X991021025000

FENDT 211 V VARIO
The popular narrow-gauge tractor Fendt 211 V Vario from 
Mahler und Partner is the charming eye-catcher of every 1:32 
collector‘s collection.
 

X991016170000

FENDT FARMER 308 LSA
The collectable Fendt Farmer 308 LSA (1984 – 1988) is a 
faithful copy at a scale of 1 : 32; impressive detail, with opening 
doors and front and rear windows.
 

COLLECTOR MODELS
ENTHUSIASM DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL.



1:32

1:32

1:32 1:32

X991016093000

FENDT 724 VARIO
Fendt 724 Vario in a 1 : 32 scale with transparent radiator grill 
so you can see into the bonnet. The collectable is primarily 
made of metal, with plastic add-on parts
 

X991016094000

FENDT 722 VARIO WITH FRONT LOADER
The Fendt 722 Vario collector’s model with 5X / 90 CargoProfi 
front loader in a scale of 1 : 32 is a fantastic addition for every 
model collection.
 

X991016092000

FENDT 516 VARIO WITH FRONT LOADER
The Fendt 516 Vario model with CargoProfi and loading shovel  
includes all details of the original tractor (i. e. wires and 
 hydraulics). Amazing collector’s model.
 

X991019066000

FENDT FAVORIT 816
The Fendt Favorit 816 was produced from 1993–1996. The tractor 
enjoys a very good reputation even today, not in the least because 
of its reliability and multifunctional range of applications. With this 
scale model of the original tractor, the manufacturer weise-toys 
pays tribute to this successful model series. Many adjustable 
components and the additional Accord triangle and front weight 
ensure details as in reality at a 1 : 32 collector scale.
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X991018004000

FENDT 1165 MT
The Fendt 1165 MT at a scale of 1 : 32 is fitted with LED 
lighting. The batteries are also provided. The placement of the 
batteries is described by way of pictograms on the packaging. 
The engine bonnet can also be opened to have a look into 
the engine compartment. The door can also be opened. 
The model is fitted with many details externally as well as 
internally. The proportion of metal is very high in this model. 
Recommended for children from 14 years upwards.
 

X991021002000

FENDT 1162 VARIO MT
The caterpillar tractor comes from the powerful Fendt tractor 
series. The updated and true-to-scale design from the exhaust 
system to the new bonnet delights every collector’s heart. The 
foldable steps and the movable rear hydraulics complete the 
perfect overall picture.
 

X991019005000

FENDT 313 VARIO WITH FRONT WEIGHT
The Fendt 313 Vario in 1 : 32 scale is a model with many 
details, including a front loader with metal bullbars, roof hatch 
and rear hydraulics. The bonnet can be opened for a view into 
the detailed engine compartment. Doors and rear windows 
can be opened. Very detailed printed control knobs, rear 
hydraulics, lights and folding mirrors
 

X991021003000

FENDT CARGO T955
Collector‘s model of the Fendt Cargo T955 in 1:32 scale from 
Universal Hobbies. The model is made of die-cast, add-on 
parts partly of plastic.
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X991021116000

FENDT 1050 VARIO
The successful Fendt 1050 Vario tractor in 1:87 scale from 
Wiking is inspiring with many details
 

X991021117000

FENDT 942 VARIO
The Fendt 942 Vario in 1:87 scale from Wiking with FendtOne 
upgrade enhances the overall appearance of this collector‘s 
model.
 

You’ll always discover amazing products on our frequently updated online shop



FEEL AND EXPERIENCE 
HISTORY:
Fendt is an attitude towards life. All 
friends, fans, collectors and partners 
come together as one big whole for 
the first time and across borders with 
the newly established Fendt Classic 
Club International. Always connected 
to tradition, and looking forward to the 
future.

FENDT CLUB



Size 13x4x3 cm X991022156000

WALL BOTTLE OPENER WITH MAGNET
This bottle opener for the wall catches up to 15 crown caps 
with its magnetic function.  Material: stainless steel with 
magnets; dimensions: 13x4x3 cm; easy wall mounting via 
adhesive mechanism
Silver 

X991022211000

KEY CHAIN
Key chain with Fendt Classic Club International engraving. 
Dimensions: 5 x 3 cm, material: beech wood with metal/
zinc alloy
Beige 

X991023044000

POCKET KNIFE
A classic among pocket knives. The quality pocket knife by 
RICHARTZ with its strong blade is the ideal work knife for on the go. 
The knife is a real eyecatcher thanks to the elegant Fendt Classic 
Club International logo. And for safety during everyday use, the 
RICHARTZ Safety Lock blade lock is there as a backlock, of course. 
The blade is approx. 8 cm in length.
 

X991023037000

CARD HOLDER WITH RFID PROTECTION
High quality leather card holder with RFID-protected card 
pockets, separate coin compartment and an additional 
compartment for bank notes. Made in Allgäu (Germany)
 

FENDT CLASSIC CLUB 
INTERNATIONAL

NEW

FENDT CLASSIC CLUB INTERNATIONAL
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Size DIN A5 X991022148000

CAR STICKER SET
6-piece car sticker set with the Fendt Classic Club International 
logo in white and silver on transparent film: 
2 x 140 x 60 mm 
4 x 68 x 28 cm
 

Size 20 x 30 cm X991022005000

NOSTALGIC DIESELROSS SIGN
The nostalgic homage to almost 100 years of company 
history is reflected in this Dieselross motif. The four pre-
drilled punched holes allow for quick and easy mounting. 
Dimensions: 20 x 30 cm
 

X991022210000

HIKING BACKPACK
Traditional hiking backpack with Fendt Classic Club 
International embossing. Filling capacity: 35 litres, material: 
65 % polyester, 35 % cotton, sweat insert: 100 % polyester, 
applications: 100 % leather
Olive 

We would like to thank our farmers and their families for their great 
support for the Fendt catalogue 2023/2024.

NEW

FENDT CLASSIC CLUB INTERNATIONAL
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*measured on a flat hand above the thumb.

Men’s sizes for Original Collection

International 
Sizes

Clothing sizes 
Germany

Bust  
measurement 

in cm

Waist  
measurement 

in cm 
XS 46 / 48 94 – 97 79 – 83
S 48 / 50 98 –101 84 – 88
M 50 / 52 102 –105 89 – 93
L 52 / 54 106 –109 94 – 98

XL 54 / 56 110 –113 99 – 103
XXL 56 / 58 114 –118 104 – 108

XXXL 58 / 60 119 –125 109 – 113

Ladies’ standard sizes for Original Collection

International 
Sizes

Clothing sizes 
Germany

Bust  
measurement 

in cm

Waist  
measurement 

in cm 

Hip  
measurement 

in cm
S 36 / 38 90 – 93 74 –77 99 –101
M 38 / 40 94 – 97 78 – 81 102 –104
L 40 / 42 98 –102 82 – 85 105 –108

XL 42 / 44 103 –107 86 – 90 109 –112
XXL 44 / 46 108 –112 91 – 95 113 –116

Men’s sizes for Outdoors Collection

International 
Sizes

Clothing sizes 
Germany

Bust  
measurement 

in cm

Waist  
measurement 

in cm 

Hip  
measurement 

in cm
S 46 94 – 97 83 – 86 93 – 96
M 48 98 – 101 87 – 90 97 – 100
L 50 102 – 105 91 – 94 101 – 104
L 52 106 – 109 95 – 98 105 – 108

XL 54 110 – 113 99 – 102 109 – 112
XL 56 114 – 117 103 – 106 113 – 116

XXL 58 119 – 122 109 – 112 117 – 120
XXL 60 124 – 127 115 – 118 121 – 124

XXXL 62 129 – 132 121 – 124 125 – 128
XXXL 64 134 – 137 127 – 130 129 – 132

Ladies’ standard sizes for Outdoors Collection

International 
Sizes

Clothing sizes 
Germany

Bust  
measurement 

in cm

Waist  
measurement 

in cm 

Hip  
measurement 

in cm
S 36 86 – 89 71 – 74 95 – 98
M 38 90 – 93 75 – 78 99 –102
L 40 94 – 97 79 – 82 103 –106
L 42 98 –101 83 – 86 107 –110

XL 44 104 –107 88 – 91 111 –114
XL 46 110 –113 94 – 97 116 –119

XXL 48 116 –119 100 –103 121 –124

Children’s sizes

Sizes Age Body height 
in cm

Bust measurement 
in cm 

Hip measurement 
in cm

86 / 92 2 years 86 – 92 52 – 55 54 – 57
98 / 104 3 to 4 years 98 –104 55 – 58 57 – 60
110 / 116 5 to 6 years 110 –116 58 – 61 60 – 65
122 / 128 7 to 8 years 122 –128 61 – 66 65 – 70
134 / 140 9 to 10 years 134 –140 66 – 71 70 – 75
146 / 152 11 to 12 years 146 –152 71 – 76 75 – 80
158 / 164 13 to 14 years 158 –164 76 – 81 80 – 85

Baby sizes
Sizes Age
50 / 56 Up to 2 months
62 / 68 3–6 months
74 / 80 7–12 months

Men’s sizes work clothes

International 
Sizes Size UK Size

Spain Chest  
measurement Leg length Hip  

measurement
France  

Italy in cm in cm in inches

XS 40 28 42 82 79 62 – 64
XS 42 29 44 84 80 64 – 68
S 44 30 46 88 80 65 – 70
S 46 32 48 92 81 68 – 72
M 48 33 50 96 82 74 – 76
M 50 34 52 100 83 78 – 82
L 52 36 54 104 84 80 – 84
L 54 38 56 108 85 86 – 90

XL 56 40 58 112 86 90 – 94
XL 58 42 60 116 87 94 – 98

XXL 60 44 62 120 88 98 – 102
XXL 62 46 64 124 88 102 – 106

XXXL 64 48 66 128 88 106 – 110
XXXL 66 50 68 132 88 110 – 115

Ladies’ sizes work clothes

International 
Sizes Size UK Size Spain Chest measure-

ment Leg length Hip  
measurement

France Italy in cm in cm in inches
S 36 10 38 / 42 84 81 72 – 76
M 38 12 40 / 44 88 82 78 – 82
M 40 14 42 / 46 92 83 80 – 84
L 42 16 44 / 48 96 84 84 – 88

XL 44 18 46 / 50 100 85 88 – 92
XL 46 20 48 / 52 104 86 92 – 96

Children’s sizes work clothes

Size Age Body height Chest measurement Hip measurement
in cm in cm in inches

98 / 104 3 – 4 years 98 –104 55 58 – 62
110 / 116 5 – 6 years 110 –116 58 60 – 64
122 / 128 7 –8 years 122 –128 62 64 – 68
134 / 140 9 to 10 years 134 –140 67 66 – 70
146 / 152 11 – 12 years 146 –152 73 72 – 76
158 / 164 13 – 14 years 158 –164 79 74 – 78

Kid’s sizes, gloves
Size Age

2 4 –5 years
4 8 –9 years
6 12–13 years

Glove sizes

Size
Hand  

circumference* 
in cm

7 19
8 22
9 24

10 27
11 28.5

CLOTHING SIZES



Representation:

Nominal fee: € 3,80

Fendt is a worldwide brand of AGCO.
AGCO GmbH
Postfach 1155  •  D - 87616 Marktoberdorf 
Hotline: 0080013461212
E-Mail: FendtShop@agcocorp.com


